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Recently Published Titles
Pam Jenoff

New York Times bestselling author

THE LOST GIRLS OF PARIS
From the author of the runaway bestseller The Orphan’s Tale comes a remarkable story
of friendship and courage centered around three women and a ring of female spies
during World War II.

New York
Times
bestseller for
21 weeks!

1946, Manhattan

PARK ROW BOOKS
On-sale: February 2019
Historical Fiction
Trade Paperback
384 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

One morning while passing through Grand Central Terminal on her way to work, Grace Healey finds an abandoned
suitcase tucked beneath a bench. Unable to resist her own curiosity, Grace opens the suitcase, where she discovers a
dozen photographs—each of a different woman. In a moment of impulse, Grace takes the photographs and quickly
leaves the station.
Grace soon learns that the suitcase belonged to a woman named Eleanor Trigg, leader of a ring of female secret agents
who were deployed out of London during the war. Twelve of these women were sent to Occupied Europe as couriers
and radio operators to aid the resistance, but they never returned home, their fates a mystery. Setting out to learn the
truth behind the women in the photographs, Grace finds herself drawn to a young mother turned agent named Marie,
whose daring mission overseas reveals a remarkable story of friendship, valor and betrayal.
Vividly rendered and inspired by true events, New York Times bestselling author Pam Jenoff shines a light on the
incredible heroics of the brave women of the war, and weaves a mesmerizing tale of courage, sisterhood and the
great strength of women to survive in the hardest of circumstances.
Comparison Titles: The Alice Network by Kate Quinn, The Women in the Castle by Jessica Shattuck

The Lost Girls Of Paris Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Book Club (Bookspan)
• Simplified Chinese (Yilin Press)
• Croatian (V.B.Z. Ltd)
• Czech (Dobrovsky)
• Dutch (Karakter)
• German (Aufbau)
• Hungarian (Agave)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Italian (Newton Compton)
Korean (Zahn Publishing)
Large Print (Thorndike Press)
Lithuanian (Tyto Alba)
Macedonian (Sakam Knigi)
Norwegian (Cappelen Damm)
Polish (Proszynski Media)
Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins
Brasil)

Rick Ross

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Romanian (Grup Media Litera)
Russian (AST Publishers)
Serbian (Laguna)
Slovene (Založba Ucila)
Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
Slovak (Albatros Media)
Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
Turkey (Pegasus)
UK (HQ)

H

HURRICANES: a MeMOir
The highly-anticipated memoir from hip-hop icon Rick Ross chronicles his coming of
age amid Miami’s crack epidemic, his star-studded controversies, and his unstoppable
rise to fame.

DEBUT
AUTHOR

Rick Ross is an indomitable presence in the music industry, but few people know the full story
behind his rise to fame. Now, for the first time, Ross offers a vivid, dramatic and unexpectedly candid account of his
early childhood, his tumultuous adolescence, and his dramatic ascendency in the world of hip-hop.

HANOVER SQUARE
BOOKS
On-sale: September 2019
Autobiography
Hardcover
288 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Born William Leonard Roberts II in 1976, Ross grew up “across the bridge,” in a Miami at odds with the city’s glitzy
beaches, clubs and yachts. The Coral City projects where Ross came of age stood at the epicenter of the city’s crack
epidemic. Surrounded by poverty and gang violence, Ross defied the odds, finishing high school and receiving a
football scholarship. To survive he inhabited multiple, often contradicting worlds, working as a correctional officer by
day while dealing drugs at night. All the while, he honed his musical talent until a chance encounter changed his life
forever.
From his early collaborations with DJ Khaled to his first deal with Def Jam to his breakout hit “Hustlin’” and the
numerous health scares, arrests and feuds he had to transcend along to way, Hurricanes is a revealing portrait of one of
the biggest stars in the rap game, and an intimate look at the birth of an artist.
Hurricanes Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• UK (Harper360)

Instant
New York Times
Bestseller
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USA TODAY
Bestseller

Recently Published Titles
USA TODAY bestselling author

Kimberly Belle

DEAR WIFE
From the bestselling author of The Marriage Lie and Three Days Missing comes a riveting new novel of
suspense about a woman who, in a fight for survival, must decide just how far she’ll go to escape the person
she once loved.
Beth Murphy is on the run…
For nearly a year, Beth has been planning for this day. A day some people might call any other Wednesday, but
Beth prefers to see it as her new beginning—one with a new look, new name and new city. Beth has given her plan
significant thought, because one small slip and her violent husband will find her.
PARK ROW BOOKS
On-sale: July 2019
Psychological Suspense
Trade Paperback
336 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Sabine Hardison is missing…
A couple hundred miles away, Jeffrey returns home from a work trip to find his wife, Sabine, is missing. Wherever she is,
she’s taken almost nothing with her. Her abandoned car is the only evidence the police have, and all signs point to foul
play.
As the police search for leads, the case becomes more and more convoluted. Sabine’s carefully laid plans for her future
indicate trouble at home, and a husband who would be better off with her gone. The detective on the case will stop at
nothing to find out what happened and bring this missing woman home. Where is Sabine? And who is Beth? The only
thing that’s certain is that someone is lying and the truth won’t stay buried for long.
Comparison Titles: Watch Me Disappear by Janelle Brown, Don’t You Cry by Mary Kubica
Dear Wife Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Book Club (Bookspan)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)

• Polish (Wydawnictwo Filia)
• Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins Brasil)
• UK (Harper360)

E.R. Ramzipoor

H

THE VENTRILOQUISTS
Brussels, 1943.
Orphaned when the Nazis invaded, 12-year-old street urchin Helene survives by living as a
boy and selling copies of the country’s most popular newspaper, Le Soir, now turned into Nazi
propaganda like so many others. Helene’s entire world changes when she befriends a misfit
journalist, Marc Aubrion, who draws her in to the Front de l’Indépendance, a secret network of
resistance fighters publishing dissident underground newspapers.

PARK ROW BOOKS
On-sale: September 2019
Historical Fiction
Hardcover
544 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

DEBUT
AUTHOR

Aubrion’s unbridled creativity and linguistic genius attracts the attention of August Wolff, a high-ranking Nazi official
tasked with swaying public opinion against the Allies. Wolff captures Aubrion and his comrades and gives them an
impossible choice: use the voice of the resistance to paint the Allies as monsters, or be killed. Faced with no decision at
all, Aubrion has a brilliant idea—he, Helene, and his fellow condemned resistance writers will pretend to do the Nazi’s
bidding, all the while writing and distributing a fake edition of Le Soir. “Faux” Soir will mock the Reich, poke fun at
Hitler and Stalin, and give power back to the Belgians by daring to laugh in the face of their oppressors.
The ventriloquists have agreed to die for a joke, and they have only eighteen days to tell it.
Told with dazzling scope, taut prose and devastating emotion, The Ventriloquists illuminates the
extraordinary acts of courage by ordinary people forgotten by history—unlikely heroes who risked everything
to orchestrate the most elaborate feat of satire Europe has ever seen.
Comparison Titles: The Alice Network by Kate Quinn

The Ventriloquists Rights Sold:
• Large Print (Thorndike)
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Portuguese – Portugal (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• Dutch (Uitgeverij de Fontein)
• UK (Harper360)
• Italian (Newton Compton)
“The skills of Aubrion and his miss-matched gang of conspirators is matched by the exquisite weaving of this story by E.R. Ramzipoor.
Funny, sad, and poignant in its telling, The Ventriloquists reminds us that so much of what we read, hear and watch is propaganda—for
someone, for some organization, some country. I cannot recommend this story highly enough.”
—Heather Morris, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz
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Park Row Books
Park Row Books was launched in 2016 and is dedicated to publishing an
exclusive list of voice-driven and thought-provoking books across a variety
of genres, from mainstream literary fiction and book club fiction to literary
suspense and narrative nonfiction.

Mary Kubica

New York Times bestselling author

THE OTHER MRS.
Hypnotic and addictive and perfect for fans of “You,” The Other Mrs. is the twisty new
psychological thriller from blockbuster bestselling author of The Good Girl Mary Kubica.

Picked up by
Netflix!

Sadie and Will Foust have only just moved their family from bustling Chicago to small-town Maine when their neighbor,
Morgan Baines, is found dead in her home. The murder rocks their tiny coastal island, but no one is more shaken than
Sadie, who is terrified by the thought of a killer in her very own backyard.

On-sale: March 2020
Psychological Suspense
Hardcover
384 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

But it’s not just Morgan’s death that has Sadie on edge. It’s their eerie old home, with its decrepit décor and creepy attic,
which they inherited from Will’s sister after she died unexpectedly. It’s Will’s disturbed teenage niece Imogen, with her
dark and threatening presence. And it’s the troubling past that continues to wear at the seams of their family.
As the eyes of suspicion turn toward the new family in town, Sadie is drawn deeper into the mystery of Morgan’s death.
But Sadie must be careful, for the more she discovers about Mrs. Baines, the more she begins to realize just how much
she has to lose if the truth ever comes to light.
Comparison Titles: An Anonymous Girl by Greer Hendricks, The Death Of Mrs. Westaway by Ruth Ware,
The Couple Next Door by Shari Lapena

The Other Mrs. Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• French (HarperCollins France)
• Hebrew (Sefer Lakol)

•
•
•
•
•

Hungarian (Konyvmolykepzo Kiado)
Korean (Happy Books to You)
Large Print (Thorndike Press)
Polish (Poradnia K)
Portuguese – Brazil (Editora Planeta)

•
•
•
•
•

Portuguese - Portugal (2020 Editora)
Romanian (S.C. Editura Herg Benet)
Slovak (Slovensky Spisovatel)
Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
UK (HQ)

Praise for The Other Mrs.:
“Brilliantly propulsive and engrossing, with characters you’ll really care about and twists you won’t see coming, The Other Mrs. is that
rare thing: a thriller with heart.”
—JP Delaney, New York Times bestselling author of The Girl Before
“Kubica ratchets up tension and intrigue in The Other Mrs. Her salacious, thoroughly mysterious characters bear the qualities we all
crave in a thriller—seductive, seemingly unknowable, and altogether unpredictable.”
—Karin Slaughter, New York Times bestselling author of The Last Widow
“Brilliant! An utterly absorbing tale of deception and subterfuge. Kubica is a master of sleight of hand. Absolutely loved it!”
—Liv Constantine, bestselling author of The Last Mrs. Parrish and The Last Time I Saw You
“The Other Mrs. is Mary Kubica’s best book yet—which is saying a lot! I tore through the twisty, spine-tinglingly creepy pages.”
—Sarah Pekkanen, #1 New York Times bestselling co-author of An Anonymous Girl
Other Mary Kubica titles available: The Good Girl, Pretty Baby, Don’t You Cry, Every Last Lie and When The Lights Go Out
Also available by Mary Kubica
Title:
The Good Girl
Pretty Baby
Don’t You Cry
Every Last Lie
When The Lights Go Out

Price
$24.95 U.S.
$24.95 U.S.
$26.99 U.S.
$26.99 U.S.
$26.99 U.S.

Format
Hardcover
Hardcover
Hardcover
Hardcover
Hardcover

Page Count
352 pages
384 pages
384 pages
336 pages
336 pages

Pub Month/Year
August 2014
August 2015
June 2016
July 2017
September 2018

Rights
World
World
World
World
World

Grey Matter
Productions
and Topic Studios have chosen
writer-director Oren Moverman
to adapt The Good Girl into a
thriller drama series

Over 1.3 million
copies of
The Good Girl
sold worldwide!

“When The Lights Go Out will keep you questioning everything—and everyone—until the riveting conclusion. A twisty, captivating,
edge-of-your-seat read.”
—Megan Miranda, New York Times bestselling author of All The Missing Girls
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Park Row Books
USA TODAY bestselling author

Kimberly Belle

STRANGER IN THE LAKE
From Kimberly Belle, the bestselling author of The Marriage Lie and Three Days Missing, comes a riveting
new domestic thriller about a newly married woman who questions her husband’s involvement with a woman
murdered in the lake behind their home, and how it connects the unsolved case that shook the town decades
before.

Photo Credit: @mrwattson

On-sale: June 2020
Thrillers/Psychological
Trade Paperback
352 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

When Charlotte married the very wealthy and slightly older Paul, it caused a ripple of gossip in their small lakeside town.
But her secure, charmed married life starts to unravel when a woman’s body is discovered floating in Lake Crosby, right
outside their home. Immediately Charlotte remembers waking up to an empty bed, Paul later saying he went out for an
early run. However, when the police begin their questioning, Paul lies and says he was home all morning with Charlotte,
pressuring her to confirm his story.
What seemed like a small lie chafes at Charlotte, all the more when she realizes she saw Paul speaking to the murdered
woman days before in town, though Paul claims he’s never met her. But surely there’s an innocent reason behind his lies.
The victim, Sienna, was a true crime reporter, investigating an unsolved missing persons case that happened decades
before and turned into a local urban legend. She was reporting her discoveries by podcast in real time.
As secrets, and people, from Paul’s past begin to surface, and his connection to the unsolved case becomes more direct,
Charlotte doesn’t know who to trust—her heart who knows Paul to be a good man or her growing suspicion? Did she
marry a killer? Or is someone else watching their every move?
Comparison Titles: Lie To Me by J.T. Ellison, I Know You Know by Gilly Macmillan, Into The Water by Paula Hawkins
Stranger in the Lake Rights Sold:
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins Brasil)
• UK (HQ)
Dear Wife (July 2019) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Book Club (Bookspan)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
• Polish (Wydawnictwo Filia)
• Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins Brasil)
• UK (Harper360)

Praise for Dear Wife:
“An enthralling plot with compelling characters that make it impossible to pull yourself from the page. Belle has hit another one out of
the park!”
—Liv Constantine, author of The Last Mrs. Parrish and The Last Time I Saw You
“Subtle, insidious, clever… Dear Wife is spellbinding. I was hooked from the first page. You’re going to love Kimberly Belle’s latest
outing. And you aren’t going to see it coming…”
—J.T. Ellison, New York Times bestselling author of Tear Me Apart
“Dear Wife had me at hello. From the moment I met Beth, a smart, tough woman on the run from her abusive husband, I couldn’t stop
reading-and that was before the twists started coming fast and furious. Written with heart, humor, and a hefty dose of truth beneath
the thrills, Dear Wife is a wild and massively entertaining ride.”
—Amy Gentry, author of Good as Gone and Last Woman Standing
The Marriage Lie (January 2017) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Blackstone Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Complex Chinese (Spring International Publishers)
• Simplified Chinese (Beijing Bocaiyaji Culture Media Co., Ltd.)
• Croatian (24 SATA d.o.o.)
• Czech (Dobrovsky s.r.o.)
• Estonian (Ersen Ou Eram)
• German (Aufbau Verlag)
• Hungarian (Tericum Kiado)
• Italian (Newton Compton)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
• Polish (Wydawnictwo Filia)
• Portuguese – Brazil (Editora Gente)
• Portuguese – Portugal (Saida de Emergencia)
• Russian (Centrepolygraph)
• Spanish (Ediciones Versatil)
• Turkish (Hep Kitap)
• UK (HQ)

Three Days Missing (July 2018) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Complex Chinese (Spring International Publishers)
• Croatian (24 SATA d.o.o.)
• Estonian (Ersen Ou Eram)
• German (Aufbau Verlag)
• Italian (Newton Compton)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)

We have sold over
300,000 copies of
The Marriage Lie!
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Park Row Books
Gretchen Anthony
THE KIDS ARE GONNA ASK
In this poignant and humorous novel, twin siblings become a national phenomenon when they launch a
podcast to find the biological father they never knew.
“This journey is ours to start. And we hope you’ll come with us—all the way to the end.”

Photo Credit: M. Brian Hartz

On-sale: June 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback;
336 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Thomas and Savannah McClair aren’t like normal teenagers. Following the sudden passing of their mother, the twins
were raised in their eccentric grandmother Maggie’s household. Fiercely curious and wildly creative, the twins become
determined to learn a missing piece of their story as well as their mother’s—the identity of their biological father. And
when their impassioned mission goes viral, a producer named Sam Tamblin offers them a platform they never would
have dreamed of—a fully sponsored podcast called The Kids Are Gonna Ask.
To find their lost father, Thomas and Savannah begin interviewing people from their mother’s past, discovering a history
that brings them closer to the answers they’re looking for. To their shock, the podcast ignites in popularity when one of
the people they interview eviscerates them on national radio for violating their biological father’s privacy rights. As the
controversy mounts, Thomas and Savannah find themselves at the center of a national debate they never asked for—but
nothing compares to the mayhem that ensues when they find him.
Cleverly constructed, emotionally perceptive and sharply funny, The Kids Are Gonna Ask is a rollicking coming-ofage story and a moving exploration of all the ways we can go from lost to found.
Comparison Titles: Where’d You Go Bernadette by Maria Semple; Kitchens of The Great Midwest by J. Ryan Stradal,
This Is Where I Leave You by Jonathan Tropper
The Kids Are Gonna Ask Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Evergreen Tidings from the Baumgartners (November 2018) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
• UK (Harper360)

Praise for Evergreen Tidings from the Baumgartners:
“Anthony’s debut successfully mixes realistic emotional responses to big life events with a sense of humor, preventing any single
character from becoming a victim or a villain.”
—Library Journal, starred review
“[A] stunning debut… An intricately satisfying story about love and understanding that is full of both nostalgia and surprising optimism.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“Anthony’s debut gently pokes fun at her characters while affirming the supreme importance of family, whatever form that family might
take.”
—Booklist
“Anthony’s enjoyable debut depicts the dysfunctional, touchingly flawed Baumgartner family…[and] paints a complex portrait of a
matriarch struggling to give up control over her daughter’s life, and strengthening her family in the process.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Gretchen Anthony deftly captures all of the passive-aggression, generosity, humble bragging, kindness, emotional restraint, and humor
typical to a Minnesota family. A propulsive and endearing debut.”
—J. Ryan Stradal, New York Times bestselling author of Kitchens of the Great Midwest
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Park Row Books
Catherine Adel West
SAVING
RUBY KING
Catherine Adel West
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: July 2020
Family Life/General
Hardcover
352 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

H

SAVING RUBY KING
An epic, enthralling story set in the South Side of Chicago of a young woman determined
to protect her best friend and a deadly secret that threatens to undermine both their
families.
Family. Faith. Secrets. Everything in this world comes full circle…

DEBUT
AUTHOR

When Ruby King’s mother is found murdered in their home in Chicago’s South Side, the police dismiss it as another
act of violence in a black neighborhood. But for Ruby, it means she’ll be living alone with her violent father. The only
person who understands the gravity of her situation is Ruby’s best friend Layla. Their closeness is tested when Layla’s
father, the pastor of their church, demands that Layla stay away. But what are his true motives? And what is the price for
turning a blind eye?

In a relentless quest to save Ruby, Layla comes to discover the murky loyalties and dark secrets tying their families
together for three generations. A crucial pilgrimage through the racially divided landscape of Chicago, Saving Ruby King
traces the way trauma is passed down through generations and the ways in which communities can come together to
create sanctuary.
Saving Ruby King is an emotional and revelatory story of race, family secrets, faith, and redemption. This is an
unforgettable debut novel from an exciting new voice in fiction and a powerful testament that history doesn’t determine
the present, and the bonds of friendship can forever shape the future.
Comparison Titles: The Mothers by Brit Bennett, Behold The Dreamers by Imbolo MBue,
No One Is Coming To Save Us by Stephanie Powell Watts
Saving Ruby King Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Nancy Jooyoun Kim

H

CONCERNS ABOUT GETTING LOST
DEBUT
Concerns
About Getting Lost is a timely, propulsive and heart-breaking #OwnVoices literary AUTHOR
CONCERNS
debut by Nancy Jooyoun Kim. A stunning mother-daughter story and surprising murder
ABOUT
mystery, Concerns About Getting Lost illustrates the devastating reality of being a poor
GETTING LOST undocumented immigrant in America.
Nancy Jooyoun Kim
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: September 2020
Mystery
Hardcover
352 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Margot Lee’s mother isn’t returning her calls. It’s a mystery to twenty-six-year-old Margot, until she visits her childhood
apartment in Koreatown, and discovers her mother has been murdered. The discovery sends Margot digging through
her mother’s past to find out what happened, unraveling the tenuous and invisible strings that held together her single
mother’s life as a Korean War orphan and an undocumented immigrant navigating the promises and perils of the
American myth of reinvention. Interspersed with Margot’s present-day search are sections narrated by Margot’s mother,
during her first years in America leading up to the months before her death.
Concerns About Getting Lost is a darkly humorous and deeply moving novel of the immigrant experience—a literary
mystery and a sensitive family saga in the traditions of Celeste Ng’s Everything I Never Told You and Lisa Ko’s The
Leavers.
Concerns About Getting Lost Rights Sold:
• All Rights Available
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Park Row Books
Ann Shin
HOOP SNAKE

Ann Shin
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: March 2021
Historical Fiction
Hardcover
352 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

H

HOOP SNAKE
Set against the backdrop of modern-day North Korea and China, Hoop Snake is a powerful and
emotional debut novel that follows a young couple, whose love is put to the ultimate test when one
of them makes a split-second decision that has devastating consequences.

DEBUT
AUTHOR

Jin and Suja met while studying at a prestigious university in Pyongyang. Smart and accomplished,
the young lovers had their whole lives ahead of them. But when Jin is caught stealing a bag of cornmeal to feed his
starving family, his privileged life crumbles in an instant. He is sent away to a labor camp, but when Suja learns that he’s
gone missing, she grows determined to find him. Leaving her family and her life behind her, she sets off on a dangerous
journey. What follows is a harrowing story of sacrifice, survival, and the lengths we go for love.
Hoop Snake Rights Sold:
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)

Erin Khar
STRUNG OUT: One L ast Hit and Other Lies That Nearly Killed Me
A personal and illuminating look at the opioid crisis, as lived by one woman and her
fifteen-year struggle with opioids, beginning when she was thirteen and ending with
motherhood.

H
DEBUT
AUTHOR

Today, the opioid crisis makes nightly news, an epidemic claiming more than 130 lives in the
United States each day. The question on everyone’s mind is: why? Why do so many people turn to drugs? When Erin
Khar’s twelve-year-old son, Atticus, asked her this question, it started her on the journey to write this book, a meditation
on her fifteen-year opioid addiction and the road to recovery.
On-sale: March 2020
Memoir
Hardcover
352 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Strung Out is a vivid, no-holds-barred account of Erin Khar’s personal struggle with opioid addiction. Growing up in LA
as the only child of divorced parents, Khar, often consumed with loneliness, looked for an escape from the pervasive
belief that she wasn’t enough—not enough to keep her parents together or her mother from depression—and yet, she
never shared with anyone this private sadness. Instead, she hid behind the façade of a perfect childhood filled with good
grades, a popular group of friends, and horseback riding. By the time she was thirteen, the act becoming too difficult to
keep up, and she started experimenting with her grandmother’s expired Valium, quickly followed by heroin. The drug
allowed her to feel the calm she was missing from her life and suppress all the heavy feelings she couldn’t understand.
Heroin, while keeping her from other forms of self-harm, became the addiction that destroyed her.
Drawn from Khar’s own experiences, Strung Out is as much about recovery as it is addiction. With enormous heart and
wisdom, Khar shows how recovery is a process, one that involves a cycle of relapses and renewed dedication to getting
sober. She explores how the shame and stigma surrounding addiction is so often what keeps addicts from getting help.
For Khar, it was in motherhood that she found the inner strength and self-forgiveness to quit heroin for good. An urgent
and empathetic personal take on the opioid crisis, Strung Out is a necessary memoir of addiction, recovery, and the
lifesaving power of love.
Comparison Titles: Blackout by Sarah Hepola, The Chronology of Water by Lidia Yuknavitch
and The Recovering by Leslie Jamison
Strung Out Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)

Early Praise for Strung Out:
“In Strung Out, Erin Khar reveals the insidious ways addiction can begin, even at a very young age, even where you’d least expect it.
Her gripping story challenges the notion of ’it will never happen to my family’ and shows exactly how it can. This vital memoir will
change how we look at the opiate crisis and how the media talks about it. A deeply moving and emotional read, Strung Out challenges
our preconceived ideas of what addiction looks like.”
—Stephanie Land, New York Times bestselling author of Maid
“I love Erin Khar’s work with my whole heart and body. The way she uses her own life’s struggles, her gift of language, her impossibly
large sense of empathy and compassion, to make you feel less alone, is a rare thing in this world. You don’t want to put this book down
as if it is a piece of your own heart, and my guess is that it will become just that.”
—Jennifer Pastiloff, author of On Being Human
“I love Erin’s unusual use of language. My air was caught in my throat a little bit and I knew I was in the company of a writer who is
willing to take risks, who knows what it is like to NEED to take risks to get the story right. That makes what she is doing ART.”
—Lidia Yuknavitch, author of The Chronology of Water, The Book of Joan, The Small Backs of Children
“An addiction memoir that doesn’t ask for pity of forgiveness, Erin Khar’s Strung Out is raw and real, and shows the hard life lessons
behind the beloved advice column [Ravishly’s Ask Erin].”
—Lily Dancyger, editor of essay anthology, Burn It Down
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Hanover Square Press
Launched in 2017, Hanover Square Press aims to publish compelling,
original fiction and narrative nonfiction encompassing a broad range
of genres—from crime, thrillers, and high-concept fiction to history,
journalism, and memoir. Hanover Square Press is guided by the
search for works full of engaging ideas, unique subjects,
and fast-paced stories.

Judy Melinek and T.J. Mitchell
FIRST CUT
San Francisco’s newest medical examiner Dr. Jessie Teska has made a chilling discovery. A suspected overdose case
contains hints of something more sinister: a drug lord’s attempt at a murderous cover up. But as Jessie digs deeper, she
faces unexpected push back from her superiors, who urge her to stay in her lane, close the case, and move on.
For Jessie, San Francisco was supposed to be a fresh start, a chance to escape her troublesome past in Los Angeles.
Instead she finds herself overworked and underpaid, working in a dingy morgue and living under the fog in a cramped
converted cable car. Now, despite warnings from her surly colleagues and threats from her domineering boss, she is
determined to discover the truth.
On-sale: January 2020
Procedural
Hardcover
368 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

As more bodies land on her autopsy table, Jessie uncovers a constellation of deaths that point to an elaborate plot
involving nefarious opioid traffickers and San Francisco’s shifting terrain of tech startups. Autopsy means “see for
yourself,” and Jessie Teska won’t stop until she has seen it all—even if it means the next corpse on the slab could be her
own.
Gritty, compelling, and introducing an irresistibly bad ass heroine, First Cut is a deliciously thrilling crime
debut from the New York Times bestselling authors of Working Stiff: Two Years, 262 Bodies, and the Making
of a Medical Examiner.
Comparison Titles: Speaking In Bones by Kathy Reichs, Carved In Bone by Jefferson Bass
First Cut Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Large Print (Thorndike)
The next title by Judy Melinek and T.J. Mitchell will be available January 2021.

“All the charm, gruesome detail and surprising empathy that made Working Stiff such a delight brought back in a novel. An impressive
opener to a series that deserves to run and run.”
—Alex Marwood, author of The Wicked Girls and The Killer Next Door
“Scalpel sharp. First Cut allows a peek into the autopsy room through the eyes of a pro.”
—Kathy Reichs, author of the Bones series of Temperance Brennan novels.
“Who better to deliver a genuinely compelling mystery than real-life medical examiners? Fans of CSI and Forensic Files will devour this
well plotted story.”
—Karin Slaughter
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Hanover Square Press
Tom Clancy, Steve Pieczenik & Jerome Preisler
NET FORCE: DARK WEB
The number-one threat to our nation’s security isn’t domestic or foreign: it’s online. The U.S. president wants to tackle
the urgent problem head-on and launches a new, top-secret line of defense: Net Force. But before the new organization
can be announced, the country is hit by an unprecedented, two-pronged terror attack: a crippling cyber-strike and a
series of massive explosions.
Not yet empowered by Congress nor embraced by a skeptical intelligence community, still untested, unproven, and
officially unnamed, Net Force’s elite group of cyber-experts and field operatives must lead the fight against the ongoing
waves of hacks while tracking down the mastermind behind the attack. Their failure could mean global catastrophe.
Success may lead them to become the highest-level security agency in the United States.

On-sale: December 2019
Technothriller
Tall Mass-Market
Paperback
704 pages; $9.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

A story that seems ripped from tomorrow’s headlines, Net Force: Dark Web relaunches one of the most
prescient thriller series at a time when cybersecurity is more vital than ever.
Comparison Titles: Enemy Of The State by Vince Flynn, Spymaster by Brad Thor
Net Force: Dark Web Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• French (HarperCollins France)
• German (Heyne)

• Japanese (HarperCollins Japan)
• Large Print (Center Point)
• UK (Harper360)

The next Clancy, Pieczenik and Presiler title, Net Force: Attack Protocol, will be available November 2020.
“The creators of Tom Clancy’s Op-Center series strike again.”

—Booklist

“Net Force: Dark Web is a tightly woven, expertly-crafted story with a finger on the pulse of the overwhelmingly clear and present
danger of cyberterrorism. A riveting read.”
—Marc Cameron, New York Times bestselling author of Tom Clancy Oath of Office
“Net Force: Dark Web is a thriller tailor-made for our perilous times. Jerome Preisler channeled his inner Tom Clancy to give readers a
global thrill-ride with dire and deadly consequences—the action is relentless.”
—John Gilstrap, author of the Jonathan Grave thriller series

Neil Olson
BEFORE THE DEVIL FELL
A dark, suspenseful novel that dives into the intertwined families of a small New England town, and the history
of witchcraft that binds them together.
Will Connor returns to his hometown, a small village north of Boston, to care for his aging mother. He’s kept his distance
from the town since childhood, but once back home he finds himself taking another look at a mysterious death that took
place during one of his mother’s “spirit circles.” His mother had embraced the hippie generation’s fascination with new
age and witchcraft, but the unexpected death of a close friend put an end to the meetings of the modern-day coven.
Or did it?
On-sale: October 2019
Literary Fiction
Small Hardcover
320 pages; $25.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

As Will looks deeper into his family’s history he discovers that her practices weren’t so much a passing fad but the latest
link in a long tradition of New England witchcraft, which still seems to hold a power over the town. Will hopes that
finding answers to the death will put his questions to rest, there are those who are willing to resort to violence to keep
those secrets buried.
Comparison Titles: The Chalk Man by C.J. Tudor, Grist Mill Road by Christopher J. Yates,
The Broken Girls by Simone St. James
Before the Devil Fell Rights Sold:
• UK (Harper360)

Praise for Before the Devil Fell:
“Equal parts engaging and creepy, this twisty tale deftly examines how secrets and regret can continue to reverberate through
generations. A suspenseful story that examines how families haunt each other in life and death; possibly too creepy for late-night
reading.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“Before the Devil Fell is a suspenseful, atmospheric and eerie tale of small-town secrets and a dangerous bond that links families
through the centuries.”
—Megan Chance, author of A Drop of Ink
“The paranormal elements are subtle, gradually creeping in around the edges with unsettling effect. Both mystery and weird fiction
fans will be pleased.”
—Publishers Weekly
“An appealing, atmospheric yarn.”

—Booklist
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Hanover Square Press
Neil Olson (Cont’d.)
Praise for The Black Painting:
“[A] taut psychological thriller… Mystery readers interested in art
—Publishers Weekly
The Black Painting (January 2018) Rights Sold: history will be rewarded.”
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
“Olson explores the dynamics of a dysfunctional family and their
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
relationship with Goya’s terrifying self-portrait…a promising
• Bulgarian (Millennium Publishing)
psychological thriller.”
—Kirkus Reviews
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
• UK (HQ)
“This engrossing, dark psychological suspense tale will draw
followers of art-based crime fiction.”
—Booklist
“The Black Painting is a fast-paced psychological thriller with a fascinating set of characters caught in a web of family lies, deceits,
secrets, mental instability and a possible murder. This powerful tale of love and betrayal centers around a sinister painting that may, or
may not, be haunted. A real page-turner.”
—B. A . Shapiro, author of The Art Forger
“A riveting psychological thriller, a serious dissection of a dysfunctional family and an exploration of the power of art to change lives.”
—Associated Press

Charles Rosenberg
THE DAY LINCOLN LOST
An inventive historical thriller that reimagines the tumultuous presidential election of 1860, capturing the
people desperately trying to hold the nation together—and those trying to crack it apart.
Abby Kelley Foster arrived in Springfield, Illinois with the fate of the nation on her mind. Her fame as an abolitionist
speaker had spread west and she knew that her first speech in the city would make headlines. One of the residents
reading those headlines would be none other than the likely next President of the United States.

Photo Credit: Deborah Geffner

On-sale: August 2020
Historical Fiction
Hardcover;
352 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Abraham Lincoln, lawyer and presidential candidate, knew his chances of winning were good. All he had to do was stay
above the fray of the slavery debate and appear the voice of compromise until the people cast their votes. The last thing
he needed was a fiery abolitionist appearing in town. When her speech sparks violence, leading to her arrest and a
high-profile trial, he suspects that his political rivals have conspired against him.
President James Buchanan is one such rival. As his term ends and his political power crumbles, he gathers his advisors at
the White House to make one last move that might derail Lincoln’s campaign, steal the election, and throw America into
chaos.
A fascinating historical novel and fast-paced political thriller of a nation on the cusp of civil war, The Day Lincoln
Lost offers an unexpected window into one of the most consequential elections in our country’s history.
Comparison Titles: Courting Mr. Lincoln by Louis Bayard, I Am Abraham by Jerome Charyn,
The Darwin Affair by Tim Mason
The Day Lincoln Lost Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

The Trial and Execution of the Traitor George Washington (July 2018) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Praise for The Trial and Execution of the Traitor George Washington:
“Rosenberg interweaves legal and political nuances with a suspenseful plot, juxtaposing well-drawn historical figures with appealing
inventions, resulting in a thoughtful novel.”
—Publishers Weekly
—Kirkus Reviews

“Sure to please lovers of American history.”
“A fascinating tale that combines spy thriller elements, political skullduggery, and courtroom drama.”

—Booklist

“There is enough derring-do here for those seeking an exciting read, and plenty of legal and political maneuvering to satisfy thrill
seekers from the legal suspense genre.”
—Library Journal
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Hanover Square Press
Dan Abrams and David Fisher

New York Times bestselling authors

JOHN ADAMS UNDER FIRE: The Founding Father’s Fight for Justice in the Boston Massacre Murder Trial
The eye-opening story of America on the edge of Revolution as John Adams volunteered to defend the British
soldiers in a high-profile murder case, told through his own words and trial transcripts, by the New York
Times bestselling author and host of Live PD.
“Facts are stubborn things,” John Adams thundered to the jury in closing one of the most important trials in American
history. As the bitterness of New England colonies threatened to explode into war with England, young John Adams
accepted the greatest challenge of his life: Defending the already notorious British soldiers who had killed five colonists.

On-sale: March 2020
Narrative Nonfiction
Hardcover
352 pages; $28.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

The Boston Massacre of March 5, 1770, has often been called the first shots of the American Revolution. “On that night,”
Adams recalled, “The formation of American independence was born.” With blood still staining the snow covered
streets, Adams recognized that only the rule of law, not the passion of the mob, would prevent further mayhem.
He agreed to represent the soldiers, risking his law practice and his future. In the process he helped create some of the
foundations of what would become pillars of United States law.
In this book, New York Times bestselling authors Dan Abrams and David Fisher draw on the largely forgotten trial
transcript, using Adams’ own words to transport readers to colonial Boston, a city roiling with rebellion, to tell
the incredible story of Founding Father John Adams courage and his belief that whatever was to happen, it was
dependent on “A government of laws, and not of men.”
Comparison Titles: The British Are Coming by Rick Atkinson, In The Hurricane’s Eye by Nathaniel Philbrick
John Adams Under Fire Rights Sold:
• All Rights Available
Dan Abrams and David Fisher’s next title will be available in June 2021.

Theodore Roosevelt For The Defense:
The Courtroom Battle to Save His Legacy
(June 2019) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Book Club (Bookspan)
• UK (Harper360)

Lincoln’s Last Trial: The Murder
Case That Propelled Him To The
Presidency Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
New York Times
Bestseller!
Praise for Lincoln’s Last Trial:
New York Times Bestselling Title
A USA TODAY Top 10 Hot Book for Summer
“[The case] cemented Lincoln’s image as a courtroom star—and
Abrams and Fisher have made the most of their material, polishing
a musty transcript into an entertaining slice of life. ”
—USA TODAY
“The authors give readers a moment-by-moment account of the
murder trial, which featured a well-liked young victim, a claim of
self-defense, [and] a deathbed admission… Lincoln enthusiasts
will find the illumination of his preternatural legal skills a worthy
subject; casual readers will find the centerpiece murder trial an
engrossing legal thriller.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Legal affairs journalist Abrams and coauthor Fisher illuminate a
key marker on Abraham Lincoln’s path to the White House… The
transcripts reveal Lincoln at his best, fighting for a cause he
believed in with brilliance and passion—qualities that would
serve him so well as president.”
—Booklist

Praise for Theodore Roosevelt for the Defense:
“Many of the questions the trial raised about the effects of money
in politics, the dangers of blind allegiance to party politics, and
oversize corporate political influence will resonate with
contemporary readers. Legal eagles and history buffs will enjoy
this one.”
—Publishers Weekly
“A feisty Roosevelt takes center stage in a mostly lively history.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“Maintaining suspense about the jury’s verdict, Abrams and Fisher
deliver a fine and timely legal drama”
—Booklist
“Dan Abrams and David Fisher prove that the story of a libel case
can indeed make for gripping reading… Abrams and Fisher are
gifted writers, and their prose is neither overly spare nor showy;
they’re clearly fascinated by the trial, and their enthusiasm for
their subject matter shows. Theodore Roosevelt for the Defense is
a must-read for anyone with a deep interest in the 26th president,
or in First Amendment law, but any reader with an affection for
American history will find something to admire in this book.”
—NPR
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Hanover Square Press
Mitch Weiss and Holbrook Mohr
BROKEN FAITH: Inside the Word of Faith Fellowship, One of A merica’s Most Dangerous Cults
From author and Pulitzer Prize winning reporter Mitch Weiss and his colleague Holbrook Mohr comes
the bone-chilling story of the Word of Faith Fellowship, a secretive evangelical community based in North
Carolina and ruled by fear and abuse.
In 1979, Jane Whaley, a fiery preacher with a thick Southern drawl, attracted a small group of followers—22 men and
women drawn in by her charisma, passion, and promise that through prayer and deliverance, they could turn their lives
around.

On-sale: March 2020
Nonfiction
Hardcover
352 pages; $28.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

In the years since, through a combination of manipulation, blackmail, and violence, Whaley’s following has expanded to
include thousands of congregants across three continents. In the eyes of her followers, she’s a prophet—to disobey her
means eternal damnation. It could also mean hours of physical abuse. The control she exerts is absolute: she decides
what her followers study, where they work, whom they can marry—even when they can have sex.
A gripping, meticulously detailed narrative, Broken Faith is the story of Jane Whaley’s rise to power and life inside the
Word of Faith Fellowship. At the heart of the book is the harrowing account of the Cooper family—Rick, Suzanne, and
their children, who joined the church in 1993 thinking they’d found stability, community, and peace. Instead, they had
their lives torn apart. It would take two decades before they found the courage to leave and the strength to finally seek
justice and share their story.
Comparison Titles: The Sound Of Gravel by Ruth Wariner,
Going Clear: Scientology, Hollywood, And The Prison Of Belief by Lawrence Wright,
The Road To Jonestown by Jeff Guinn
Broken Faith Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
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Hanover Square Press
Phil Keith with Tom Clavin
ALL BLOOD RUNS RED: The Legendary Life of Eugene Bullard—Boxer, Pilot, Soldier, Spy
“An excellent and significant portrait of a long forgotten, now rightfully reclaimed hero.”—Booklist STARRED review
Eugene Bullard lived one of the most fascinating lives of the twentieth century. The son of a former slave and a Creek
Indian, Bullard fled home at the age of eleven to escape the racial hostility of his Georgia community. His five-year
journey led him to a tramp steamer bound for Europe. There he discovered boxing, climbed the ranks, and garnered
worldwide fame as the “Black Sparrow.” At 18 he settled in Paris, a beloved celebrity and bon vivant. A year later World
War I broke out.
On-sale: November 2019
Narrative History
Hardcover
352 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Bullard joined the foreign legion, where he went on to become the first African-American fighter pilot in history. After
the war, Bullard returned to Paris a decorated war hero, and leveraged his celebrity to become a fixture of Parisian
nightclub society. Hemingway and Fitzgerald drank champagne at his club. A young Langston Hughes worked as a
busboy. His counted Picasso, Josephine Baker, and Man Rey as friends. He married a French countess and they had
two daughters. At the dawn of World War II, with echoes of Casablanca, Bullard became a French spy, drawing Nazi
soldiers to his club and conducting crucial surveillance for the Allies. After fleeing Paris he joined the Resistance before
being safely smuggled onto a ship bound for America. He lived out the rest of his life in Harlem with his daughters,
working as an assistant for Louis Armstrong.
All Blood Runs Red is the dramatic untold story of an American hero, a though-provoking survey of the
twentieth century, and a portrait of a man who came from nothing and by his own courage, determination,
gumption, intelligence, and luck forged a legendary life.

Comparison Titles: Boyd: The Fighter Who Changed The Art Of War by Robert Coram,
Brothers In Arms: The Epic Story Of The 761st Tank Battalion, WWII’s Forgotten Heroes
by Kareem Abdul-Habbar,
Hidden Figures by Margot Lee Shetterly
All Blood Runs Red: The Legendary Life of Eugene Bullard—Boxer, Pilot, Soldier, Spy Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
• UK (Harper360)
—Publishers Weekly (STARRED review)

“A dazzling biography.”

“Keith and Clavin constantly keep readers guessing about Bullard’s next move. Terrific detective work revealing a man determined to
forge his own destiny when his country said he couldn’t.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“Phil Keith and Tom Clavin have resurrected the memory of a man who was larger than life; a man born to a former slave and a Native
American mother in racially-hostile Georgia who refused to play the hand he was dealt, and lived life on his own terms. All Blood Runs
Red should be required reading for anyone who has ever dreamed big. A truly inspiring and uplifting story of courage and triumph, and
an opus for an unsung hero.”
—Nelson DeMille
“An incredible, meticulously researched, star-studded tale of the grandson of a slave, who broke nearly every barrier he encountered,
becoming history’s first African American fighter pilot, a storied boxer, a member of Parisian high society in the Jazz Age, a character in
a Hemingway novel, a World War II spy, and a friend to the likes of F. Scott Fitzgerald, Cole Porter, Josephine Baker, and Louis
Armstrong. All Blood Runs Red is a true ’moveable feast’ that will forever change the way you see 20th century history.”
—Kristin Harmel, international bestselling author of The Winemaker’s Wife and The Room on Rue Amélie
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Hanover Square Press
Jaime Green
THE
POSSIBILITY
OF LIFE
Jaime Green
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: July 2021
Nonfiction
Hardcover
288 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

H

THE POSSIBILITY OF LIFE: Science, Imagination and Our Vision of the Cosmos
DEBUT
One of the most powerful questions humans ask about the cosmos is: Are we alone? Yet every
AUTHOR
book that asks this very question reduces it to yes or no, to odds and probabilities. Maybe this is
because writing in this field has been dominated by scientists instead of writers, but there’s a huge
opportunity for an outsider’s view on astronomy and its pressing questions. The science is fascinating,
but it doesn’t exist in a vacuum.

Intertwined with science’s attempts to answer questions about life beyond Earth is science fiction’s attempts to imagine
answers. There’s more science in sci-fi than many people realize—and more imagination in science, too. By exploring
these fundamental pursuits of knowledge and storytelling together, we can understand each more deeply. And taken
together, science and fiction look at the possibility of life beyond Earth not as a yes-or-no question, but as possibilities,
plural—and by looking at the ways we imagine alien life, we also explore the meaning of life right here at home.

With the omnivorous intellect of Leslie Jamison and the enthusiastic curiosity of Mary Roach, Jaime Green
uses her signature essayistic approach to combine science journalism and cultural criticism in a book that will
speak to readers of popular science, science fiction, and literary essays alike.
Comparison Titles: Astrophysics for People in a Hurry by Neil deGrasse Tyson
The Possibility of Life Rights Sold:
• All Rights Available

Karine Jean-Pierre
MOVING FORWARD: A Story of Hope, Hard Work, and the Promise of A merica

H

“Part memoir, part call to action, this debut from Jean-Pierre…offers a response to the Trump
administration that is accessible, smart, and powerful.” —Library Journal (starred review)

DEBUT
AUTHOR

A moving, inspiring political memoir and progressive call-to-arms from the current
national spokesperson for MoveOn.org, chronicling her own experiences, from growing
up in New York’s Haitian community to working in the Obama White House, and charting a path for others to
help change the face of politics.
On-sale: November 2019
Memoir
Hardcover
288 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Part memoir, part how-to and part progressive political handbook, Moving Forward: A Story of Hope, Hard Work, and
the Promise of America takes the reader on a journey that begins in the Haitian-American enclave in Queens, New
York, where I grew up. Most political origin stories have the same backbone: reading the Washington Post in elementary
school; skipping school to see a presidential candidate; canvassing door to door before they can count to ten.
That story can be intimidating. It reinforces the feeling people so often have that politics is a closed system; that if you
weren’t participating in debate club or Young Democrats or Model U.N. by the time you finished high school, you have
no chance in politics.
That is not Karine Jean-Pierre’s story. Unlike many people in politics, she is a naturalized American citizen. She wasn’t
drawn to politics until after college, when she realized she wanted to have impact, to have her voice heard in the public
arena, and to speak for those who are silenced in our society.
In Moving Forward: A Story of Hope, Hard Work, and the Promise of America, Jean-Pierre sets out to make politics
accessible to anyone who wants to take part, no matter how or where they grew up or how young or old they might be.
In the age of Trump, the need for all of us to participate has never been more crucial. The progressive cause needs us if
we are to rescue the nation from Trump and the evils of racism, sexism and the Koch brothers’ billions. This book will be
a call-to-arms for those who know that now is the time we must act.

Comparison Titles: Who Thought This Was A Good Idea? And Other Questions You Should Have Answers To When
You Work In The White House by Alyssa Mastromonaco
Thanks, Obama: My Hopey, Changey, White House Years by David Litt
One Nation After Trump: A Guide For The Perplexed, The Disillusioned, The Desperate, And The
Not-Yet Deported by EJ Dionne Jr
Moving Forward: A Story of Hope, Hard Work, and the Promise of America Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• UK (Harper360)
“In Moving Forward, Karine Jean-Pierre shares her inspiring personal story and offers a useful roadmap for all of us about how to make
a difference.”
—David Axelrod, former senior advisor to President Obama and a CNN Senior Political Commentator
“Moving Forward arrives at a moment when inspiration, insight, and optimism are in short supply. Karine Jean-Pierre delivers all three
in abundance.”
—Stacey Abrams, author of Lead from the Outside
“Moving Forward will inspire you to believe every voice has the potential to be a mighty force for good.”
—Valerie Jarrett, former senior advisor to President Obama and author of Finding My Voice
“Karine Jean-Pierre is one of the most important voices of her generation.”
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—Joy-Ann Reid, author and host of MSNBC’s AM-Joy

Hanover Square Press
Samuel M. Katz

H

NO SHADOWS IN THE DESERT: Murder, Vengeance, and Espionage in the
War Against ISIS
The inside story of the destruction of ISIS, showing how the operations were carried
out on the ground, drawing on sources throughout the anti-ISIS coalition, for readers of
Directorate S and Rise and Kill First.

DEBUT
AUTHOR

For the first time, No Shadows in the Desert tells the full story of “Operation Guillotine.” Drawing on Samuel M. Katz’s
sources within Joint Special Operations Command, U.S. SOCOM, the CIA, and DIA, he shows how the destruction of
ISIS was actually carried out on the ground. Notably, too, he has close sources within the Kurdish Peshmerga, whose
remarkable women fighters became an inspiring presence in the operation.
On-sale: May 2020
Nonfiction
Hardcover
352 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

But it was the spies of Jordan’s GID, the most adept practitioners of human intelligence in the Middle East, who proved
key to the anti-ISIS effort. ISIS was unable to hide from them, and Jordan’s cooperation with the U.S. was essential in
this campaign. Working together, this unique coalition succeeded in what had been unthinkable: destroying ISIS in its
lair, and creating a strategic partnership that promises to change how terrorism is pursued in the Middle East.
No Shadows in the Desert reveals an old-fashioned military success story, full of grit and frontier-style justice, that has so
far gone untold.
Comparison Titles: Directorate S by Steve Coll, Ghost Wars by Steve Coll, Rise And Kill First by Ronen Bergman
No Shadows In The Desert Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)

Timothy Bella
BARKLEY

Timothy Bella
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: July 2021
Biography
Hardcover
384 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

BARKLEY
Barkley is a biography of Charles Barkley, a Hall of Famer who was one of the greatest basketball players from the
90s and is one of the most beloved figures in pop culture. His raw talent and off-court bluster drew comparisons to
Muhammed Ali, and Bella argues that he helped pave the way for our current age of athlete-activism. An Emmy winning
sports commentator, Barkley’s popularity continues to grow. A recent NPR piece about his decades-long friendship with
a fan ignited the internet for days, boosting Barkley’s profile and drumming up goodwill from those outside the sports
world.
There has never been a book length Charles Barkley biography, and Timothy Bella’s robust proposal feels like the
substantive and compelling book to fill the gap. A Washington Post journalist, Bella has great media connections and
relevant sport biography experience. He was the lead researcher for the bestseller Tiger Woods.
Comparison Titles: Michael Jordan by Roland Lazenby; Tiger Woods by Jeff Benedict and Armen Keteyian;
Basketball by Shea Serrano; Dream Team by Jack McCallum
Barkley Rights Sold:
• All Rights Available
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Hanover Square Press
Craig Pittman

H

CAT TALE
Plenty of animals protected by the Endangered Species Act have made comebacks. The
California condor, the bald eagle, the American alligator—all of them were once in danger
of going extinct, and are now considered safe. But none of them were quite as close to
winking out 6 as the panther. And none was brought back through such an unusual
method—basically, an ecological Hail Mary pass that connected and scored.

On-sale: February 2020
Nonfiction
Hardcover
336 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

DEBUT
AUTHOR

The book will expand beyond the narrow focus on panthers to look at how the U.S. handles endangered species of all
kinds, spending time and money bringing some populations back while allowing others that are less charismatic to slip
off into oblivion. The book will also look at the times that federal officials have fallen back on captive breeding as a
last-resort method of saving species, with a mixed record. But they couldn’t use captive breeding for the panther, which
meant they had to do something no one had tried before.
As more and more species around the world are headed for extinction, the story of the panther offers what one writer
dubbed “a classic Anthropocene motif.” It shows how people drive these animals toward oblivion, then try to move
heaven and earth to bring them back. This book will show just how difficult and expensive it can be to save just one
type of animal—and how there can be unintended consequences from that apparently praiseworthy achievement.
Comparison Titles: Coyote America by Dan Flores, American Wolf by Nate Blakeslee,
American Buffalo by Steven Rinella
Cat Tale Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

“In this era of bleak environmental news, Craig Pittman’s Cat Tale comes as a witty and passionate reminder that nature is robust—it
wants to live!—and that we humans, with concerted effort, a wariness of cynicism and profiteering, and a certain ability to roll with
frustration, can do a great deal to reverse the course we’re on.”
—Lauren Groff, author of Florida
“Craig Pittman has a remarkable talent for telling stories set in the Sunshine State that never fail to fascinate and entertain. Sure,
Cat Tale has plenty of laughs and Florida weirdness, but Pittman has written a truly inspirational story about the panther’s brush with
extinction, and the human beings who were determined to save the species. You won’t be able to put Cat Tale down.”
—Gilbert King, author of the Pulitzer prize-winning, Devil in the Grove
“A fun, informative, and engaging read, Cat Fight is the definitive book on one of America’s least understood apex predators. The story
of how Florida’s panthers were saved from extinction is one that both deserves and needs to be told.”
—Dane Huckelbridge, author of No Beast So Fierce
“Expertly navigating the wild lands and political jungle of Florida, the preeminent environmental journalist Craig Pittman reaches out
and grabs his reader like a panther. And you grab back. The story—sobering and stirring, mottled with irony and bits of humor—is too
good to let go.”
—Jack E. Davis, author of The Gulf
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Graydon House
Graydon House is a new line of modern love stories and
relationship-driven novels by both celebrated and new authors.

Tarryn Fisher
THE WIVES
Imagine that your husband has two other wives.
You’ve never met the other wives. None of you know each other, and because of this unconventional arrangement, you
can see your husband only one day a week. But you love him so much you don’t care. Or at least that’s what you’ve
told yourself.
But one day, while you’re doing laundry, you find a scrap of paper in his pocket—an appointment reminder for a
woman named Hannah, and you just know it’s another of the wives.
On-sale: January 2020
Thriller
Trade Paperback
336 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

You thought you were fine with your arrangement, but you can’t help yourself: you track her down, and, under false
pretenses, you strike up a friendship. Hannah has no idea who you really are. Then Hannah starts showing up to your
coffee dates with telltale bruises, and you realize she’s being abused by her husband. Who, of course, is also your
husband. But you’ve never known him to be violent, ever.
Who exactly is your husband, and how far would you go to find the truth? Would you risk your own life?
And who is his mysterious third wife?
Comparison Titles: The Wife Between Us by Greer Hendricks and Sarah Pekkanen,
The Perfect Girlfriend by Karen Hamilton, The Last Mrs. Parrish by Liv Constantine,
Behind Closed Doors by B.A. Paris
The Wives Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Large Print (Thorndike)
• Polish (Wydawnictwo Kobiece Lubasz)
• Russian (AST Publishers)
• UK (HQ)

“You’ll have whiplash until the very end. The Wives will leave the most sure-footed reader uneasy until the last word is read.”
—Colleen Hoover, New York Times bestselling author of Verity
“I couldn’t put it down once I opened the page. Nail-biting, heart-clenchingly good from the start, with characters that you both root
and cringe for. I loved every word. Six stars.”
—Alessandra Torre, New York Times bestselling author of The Ghostwriter

Judithe Little
THE CHANEL
SISTERS

Judithe Little
• COVER COMING SOON •

H

THE CHANEL SISTERS
Told from the point of view of Antoinette, Coco Chanel’s younger sister, this is a riveting historical
novel about the Chanel sisters’ struggle to rise up from poverty and orphanhood to establish Chanel
Modes, taking the reader from the cafés of Moulins to the wild performance halls of Paris to the
glamorous resort towns of France—until the outbreak of World War I dramatically alters their lives
forever.
The Chanel Sisters Rights Sold:
• German (HarperCollins Germany)

On-sale: January 2021
Historical Fiction
Trade Paperback
336 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World
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DEBUT
AUTHOR

Graydon House
Tara Laskowski

H

ONE NIGHT GONE
One sultry summer in the 1980s, a teenage girl arrived in the wealthy vacation town of
Opal Beach to start her life anew—to achieve her destiny. But before the summer was up,
she vanished.

DEBUT
AUTHOR

“[A]n evocative and beautifully crafted tale of suspense.” —Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)

Decades later, when Allison Simpson is offered the opportunity to house-sit in Opal Beach, it seems like the perfect
chance to regroup and start fresh after a messy divorce. It’s the off-season, after all, which means peace and quiet on
the Jersey Shore, and more important for Allison, safety.
On-sale: October 2019
Thriller
Trade Paperback
352 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

But when Allison becomes drawn into the story of a girl who disappeared from town thirty years before, she begins to
realize that Opal Beach isn’t as idyllic as it seems. The walls of the gorgeous homes hide dark secrets. And as Allison
digs deeper into the mystery, she uncovers not only the shocking truth, but finds herself caught in the middle of a
twisted plot.
Part electric coming-of-age story and part breathtaking mystery, One Night Gone is an atmospheric, suspenseful
novel about power, privilege and, ultimately, sisterhood.
Comparison Titles: I Found You by Lisa Jewell, The Widow’s House by Carol Goodman,
Local Girl Missing by Claire Douglas
One Night Gone Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• UK (Harper360)
Tara Laskowski’s next two titles will be released in October 2021 and October 2022.

“One Night Gone’s strength lies in its all-pervading sense of precariousness: everything is fragile, unstable and under threat, from
Maureen’s prized freedom and Allison’s hard-won recovery to the intricate framework of relationships and hierarchies that underpins
life in the small seaside town. It makes for a subtly but relentlessly unsettling book.”
—Tana French, author of The Witch Elm
“A heart-wrenching and suspenseful novel of betrayal and revenge. A stunning debut!”
—Carol Goodman, Mary Higgins Clark Award-winning author of The Night Visitors
“Featuring a brilliantly executed dual timeline with two unforgettable narrators, Tara Laskowski’s One Night Gone is a timely and
timeless mystery, one that will keep you obsessively reading well past your bedtime.”
—Paul Tremblay, author of The Cabin at the End of the World and A Head Full of Ghosts

Seraphina Nova Glass
SOMEONE’S
LISTENING

SOMEONE’S LISTENING
You’re not alone. Someone’s waiting. Someone’s watching…Someone’s listening.

Dr. Faith Finley has everything she’s ever wanted: she’s a renowned psychologist, a radio
personality—host of the wildly popular “Someone’s Listening with Dr. Faith Finley”—and a soon-tobe bestselling author. She’s young, beautiful, and married to the perfect man, Liam.

Seraphina Nova Glass
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: August 2020
Thrillers/Psychological
Trade Paperback
336 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

H
DEBUT
AUTHOR

Of course Liam was at Faith’s book launch with her. But after her car crashes on the way home and she’s pulled from
the wreckage, nobody can confirm that Liam was with her at the party. The police claim she was alone in car, and they
don’t believe her when she says otherwise. Perhaps that’s understandable, given the horrible thing Faith was accused of
doing a few weeks ago.
And then the notes start arriving—the ones literally ripped from the pages of Faith’s own self-help book on leaving an
abusive relationship. Ones like “Secure your new home. Consider new window and door locks, an alarm system, and
steel doors…”
Where is Liam? Is his disappearance connected to the scandal that ruined Faith’s life? Who is sending the notes? Faith’s
very life will depend on finding the answers.
Comparison Titles: The Perfect Girlfriend by Karen Hamilton, The Woman In The Window by A.J. Finn,
Three Days Missing by Kimberly Belle
Someone’s Listening Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
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Graydon House
Emily Belden
HUSBAND MATERIAL
Twenty-nine-year-old Charlotte Rosen has a secret: she’s a widow. Ever since the fateful day that leveled her world,
Charlotte has worked hard to move forward. Great job at a hot social media analytics company? Check. Roommate with
no knowledge of her past? Check. Adorable dog? Check. All the while, she’s faithfully data-crunched her way through
life, calculating the probability of risk—so she can avoid it.
Yet Charlotte’s algorithms could never have predicted that her late husband’s ashes would land squarely on her doorstep
five years later. Stunned but determined, Charlotte sets out to find meaning in this sudden twist of fate, even if that
includes facing her perfectly coiffed, and perfectly difficult, ex-mother-in-law—and her husband’s best friend, who
seems to become a fixture at her side whether she likes it or not.
On-sale: January 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
304 pages; $15.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

But soon a shocking secret surfaces, forcing Charlotte to answer questions she never knew to ask and to consider the
possibility of forgiveness. And when a chance at new love arises, she’ll have to decide once and for all whether to
follow the numbers or trust her heart.
Comparison Titles: Playing With Matches by Hannah Orenstein, I Owe You One by Sophie Kinsella,
The Proposal by Jasmine Guillory
Husband Material Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Large Print (Center Point)

Early Praise for Husband Material:
“Charming.”

—Publishers Weekly
—Library Journal

“Sensitive, thoughtful, and touching.”

“Tackling thorny questions of widowhood and dating after trauma, Belden’s (Hot Mess, 2018) second novel is witty, full of heart, and
blindingly au courant. Packed with pop-culture references, it will appeal to fans of Sophie Kinsella, Rosie Walsh, and Plum Sykes.
Belden writes twists and turns to keep readers hooked, and wraps up Charlotte’s journey of self-discovery with a pretty bow.”
—Booklist
“In this touching, witty, and timely book, Emily Belden deftly explores the complexities of human relationships in our increasingly
tech-obsessed world. By turns heartbreaking and laugh-out-loud funny, Husband Material beautifully demonstrates that you can’t
reduce love to a bunch of 1s and 0s.”
—Kristin Rockaway, author of How To Hack a Heartbreak

Hot Mess (April 2018) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• UK (HQ)

Praise for Hot Mess:
“[F]ull of fire and fury… Belden’s excellent tell-it-like-it-is read is perfect for foodies and entrepreneurs alike.”
—Library Journal (starred review)
“Combining the wit and insight of Stephanie Danler’s Sweetbitter (2016) with the drama of Jessica Tom’s Food Whore (2015), Belden’s
first novel is a glimpse into the fast-paced fine-dining industry… Full of heart, heat, and passion, this restaurant rom-com in novel form
is an exhilarating debut.”
—Booklist
“[A]n engrossing, slow-burn read that yields a very satisfying emotional payoff… Rich with perfect details, balanced between the
various different relationships and presented in a well-crafted narrative, this novel is meant to be savored.”
—RT Book Reviews (Top Pick)
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Graydon House
Kristin Rockaway
SHE’S FAKING IT
You can’t put a filter on reality.
Bree Bozeman isn’t exactly living the life of her dreams. Then again, she isn’t too sure what those dreams are. After
quitting med school, she’s living a pretty chill life in the surf community of Pacific Beach, San Diego…if “chill” means
delivering food as a GrubGofer, and if it means “uneventful”.
Enter Trey Cantu, the Hawaiian boy next door with the perfect face and chiseled abs—a disgraced former surf star. Bree
can’t believe the chemistry they have. And when her Instagram starts to take off, thanks to an endorsement from popular
self-help guru Demi DePalma, it seems like Bree might be a rising star.
Photo Credit: Holly Rone

On-sale: July 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
384 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Maybe, just maybe, following Demi’s action plan will help Bree get her life together. But when she makes a shocking
discovery about Demi, everything starts to unravel. And to make matters worse, one of Bree’s posts implicates Trey—
who consciously abstains from social media—in a larger scandal. Instagram might be free, but when your life looks
perfect on camera, what’s the cost?
Comparison Titles: The Bride Test by Helen Hoang, The Unhoneymooners by Christina Lauren,
The Proposal by Jasmine Guillory
She’s Faking It Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

How to Hack a Heartbreak (August 2019) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Czech (Dobrovsky)
• German (HarperCollins Germany)
• Large Print (Center Point)
• UK (Harper360)

Praise for How To Hack A Heartbreak:
“Will have readers laughing and celebrating… Perfect for fans of Doree Shafrir’s Startup and Hannah Orenstein’s Playing with Matches.”
—Booklist
“A current and clever read, impossible to put down… Rockaway has masterfully painted the current dating landscape so many are
navigating these days.”
—Renée Carlino, USA TODAY bestselling author of Blind Kiss
“Smart, fun, fast-paced. Rockaway seamlessly blends the trials of modern dating with the challenges of being a woman in a maledominated workplace.”
—Helen Hoang, author of The Kiss Quotient
“Rockaway leads us on a charged ride through Internet dating and the start-up world through the shrewd eyes of S.T.E.M.-and-the-city
girl, Melanie Strickland, and every bit of it is a page-turner.”
—Robinne Lee, author of The Idea of You
“For everyone who has been wronged in the world of online dating! Revenge is a dish best served digitally in Kristin Rockaway’s book
capturing what it’s like to pursue ambition and love in New York City. Snappy pacing, a delightful group of best friends, women
innovating in tech and a workplace love interest made this a book I really enjoyed.”
—Sally Thorne, USA TODAY bestselling author of 99 Percent Mine
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Graydon House
Hester Fox
THE WIDOW OF PALE HARBOR
A town gripped by fear. A woman cast out. Can he save Pale Harbor from itself?
Maine, 1846. Gideon Stone is desperate to escape the ghosts that haunt him in Massachusetts after his wife’s death, so
he moves to Maine, taking a position as a minister in the remote village of Pale Harbor.
But not all is as it seems in the sleepy town. Strange, unsettling things have been happening, and the townspeople claim
that only one person can be responsible: Sophronia Carver, a reclusive widow who lives with a spinster maid in the
decaying Castle Carver. Sophronia must be a witch, and she almost certainly killed her husband.
On-sale: October 2019
Historical Fiction
Trade Paperback
352 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

As the incidents escalate, one thing becomes clear: they are the work of a madman inspired by the wildly popular
stories of Mr. Edgar Allan Poe. And Gideon must find answers, or Pale Harbor will suffer a fate worthy of Poe’s darkest
tales.
Comparison Titles: The Restorer by Amanda Stevens, The Essex Serpent by Sarah Perry
The Widow of Pale Harbor Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• UK (HQ)
Hester Fox’s next title, The Orphan of Cemetery Hill, will be available in October 2020.

Praise for The Witch of Willow Hall:
“Fox spins a satisfying debut yarn that includes witchcraft, tragedy, and love…the inclusion of Gothic elements adds a visceral feel that
fans of historical fiction with a dash of the supernatural will enjoy.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Steeped in Gothic eeriness, it’s spine-tingling and very atmospheric. I love the character of Lydia and the way she learns and grows into
her powers.”
—Nicola Cornick, USA TODAY bestselling author of House of Shadows
“I was entranced by this intriguing and spellbinding novel…I hope Hester Fox goes on to write many more such novels—I for one will
be buying them.”
—Kathleen McGurl, author of The Girl from Ballymore
“This compelling story had me gripped from the first page. The vividly drawn characters cast their spell so convincingly, I couldn’t stop
reading until I discovered what happened to them. A wonderful debut novel.”
—Linda Finlay, author of The Flower Seller
“The Witch of Willow Hall offers a fascinating location, a great plot with history and twists, and characters that live and breathe. I love
the novel, and will be looking forward to all new works by this talented author!” —Heather Graham, New York Times bestselling author
“The Witch of Willow Hall will cast a spell over every reader.”

—Lisa Hall, author of Tell Me No Lies and Between You and Me
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Graydon House
Wendy Francis
BEST BEHAVIOR

Wendy Francis
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: May 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
384 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

BEST BEHAVIOR
Wendy’s new novel centers on a modern-day blended family that gathers together for a graduation weekend
in Boston in early June.
Meredith Parker works as a nurse in a neonatal hospital where she tends to the needs of drug-addicted newborns in the
wee hours of the night. It helps to soften the fact that her own babies, Dawn and Cody, are about to graduate college
and go off on their own. Meredith is proud of her twins, but the upcoming weekend stirs up a host of emotions. She’s
counting on her teddy bear of a husband, Joel, to help her through. Meanwhile, daughter Dawn worries about her
“golden boy” brother, who’s been acting weird the last few weeks of school. It’s not like him to be cagey, and she can’t
figure out what’s going on.
Throughout the weekend, Meredith struggles to be on her best behavior at the summery dinner parties and awards
ceremonies, where she’s forced to rub elbows with her ex-husband, Roger, and his new much younger wife, Lily.
Tensions simmer with each appetizer tray that is passed. There’s some question whether superstar Cody will actually
graduate. And, at the final graduation party, it comes to light that more than one person in the family has been hiding
a very big secret. Step-families, drugs, alcohol, graduation weekend—it’s like a human Molotov cocktail. Give it a little
shake, and who knows what will happen?
Comparison Titles: By Invitation Only by Dorothea Benton Frank, A Nantucket Wedding by Nancy Thayer,
The Southern Side Of Paradise by Kristy Woodson Harvey
Best Behavior Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
Look for Wendy Francis’ next title in April 2021.

Praise for On The Summer Sail:
“Francis illustrates with charm and insight the drama and love of friendship and sisterhood, realistically portrayed through relatable and
likable characters. A great summer read for fans of Jennifer Weiner and Emily Giffin.”
—Library Journal
“The setting of this enjoyable novel is enticing, and the tone is breezy. A sure bet for your summer beach-reads list. Recommend this
one to fans of Elin Hilderbrand and Anne Rivers Siddons.”
—Booklist
Praise for The Summer Of Good Intentions:
“A compassionate and warm family drama filled to the brim with characters who feel like old friends.”

—Kirkus Reviews

“Wendy Francis’s book thrilled me like a ride in a race car along the coast with the top down. It is everything a summer read should be.”
—Elin Hilderbrand, New York Times bestselling author
“A tender and vivid portrait of a family by the sea, of three unforgettable sisters and the tidal pull of their love and secrets. Wendy
Francis is a wonderful writer. She made me feel the salt air.”
—Luanne Rice, New York Times bestselling author
“There is much to like in Wendy Francis’s The Summer of Good Intentions. Love in all of its messiness is written with convincing
thoughtfulness and insight, each flawed character beautifully and realistically portrayed. Feel the sand between your toes as you
explore the special bonds of sisterhood and family in what promises to be one of the best books of the summer.”
—Karen White, New York Times bestselling author
“A lovely summer read. Wendy Francis deftly explores the bonds of sisterhood and the complexity of family relationships.”
—Wendy Wax, USA TODAY bestselling author
“Wendy Francis has created both a family and a story I did not want to leave. These three sisters on a summer vacation display the
strong ties that can both hurt and heal a family. Filled with the sweet briny air of Cape Cod, this extraordinary tale shows that, together,
we can weather all the seasons of life.”
—Patti Callahan Henry, New York Times bestselling author
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Graydon House
Molly Fader
THE BITTER AND SWEET OF CHERRY SEASON
For fans of Robyn Carr, commercial women’s fiction about three generations of women who come together at
the family orchard to face secrets from the past and learn to believe in the power of hope and forgiveness.
In cherry season, anything is possible…
Everything Hope knows about the Orchard House is from her late-mother’s stories. So when she arrives at the Northern
Michigan family estate late one night with a terrible secret and her ten-year-old daughter in tow, she’s not sure if she’ll
be welcomed or turned away with a shotgun by the aunt she has never met.
Photo Credit: Jenny Blaauw

On-sale: June 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
384 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Hope’s aunt, Peg, has lived in the Orchard House all her life, though the property has seen better days. She agrees to
take Hope in if, in exchange, Hope helps with the cherry harvest—not exactly Hope’s specialty, but she’s out of options.
As Hope works the orchard alongside her aunt, daughter, and a kind man she finds increasingly difficult to ignore, a
new life begins to blossom. But the mistakes of the past are never far behind, and soon the women will find themselves
fighting harder than ever for their family roots and for each other.

Comparison Titles: The View From Alameda Island by Robyn Carr, The Lemon Sisters by Jill Shalvis,
Beach House Reunion by Mary Alice Monroe
The Bitter and Sweet of Cherry Season Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)

The McAvoy Sisters Book of Secrets (July 2019) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Large Print (Thorndike)
• UK (Harper360)

Praise for The McAvoy Sisters Book of Secrets:
“Fans of Jennifer Weiner will be pleased to have a new author to discover.”

—Booklist

“The McAvoy Sisters Book of Secrets is the perfect read for a summer day.”

—Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author

“The talented Molly Fader will keep you turning the pages right down to the oh-so-satisfying final twist.”
—Susan Wiggs, New York Times bestselling author
“Mothers and daughters, sisters and secrets…Molly Fader delivers a delicious summer read populated with spirited characters, a
charming lakeside setting, and just enough mystery to keep the pages turning. A warm-hearted, delight of a book!”
—Jamie Brenner, bestselling author of The Forever Summer and Drawing Home
“Mesmerizing and soul-searching. A story that makes you believe in the power of family.”
—Carolyn Brown, New York Times bestselling author
“An emotional, tender, simply wonderful book about family, about love, and about the events in a person’s past that can lie dormant for
years then unexpectedly bubble to the surface. I loved everything about this book, from the beautiful prose to the perfectly layered plot
to the strong, compelling McAvoy women. Once you start this book, you won’t be able to put it down until you discover all the secrets
within.”
—RaeAnne Thayne, New York Times bestselling author
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MIRA Books
MIRA Books publishes breakout and established commercial fiction
across a variety of genres, from book club fiction, thrillers and
psychological suspense to sweeping historicals,
speculative novels and more.

H

Bryn Turnbull

THE WOMAN BEFORE WALLIS: A Novel of Windsors, Vanderbilts, and Royal Scandal
An irresistible historical debut, set in the glamorous world of British and American
royalty in the 1920s, based on the true story of the woman who owned Prince Edward’s
heart before introducing him to her dear friend Wallis. Perfect for fans of Netflix’s
The Crown and Jennifer Robson’s The Gown.

DEBUT
AUTHOR

Before Edward, Prince of Wales famously abdicated his throne for American divorcee Wallis Simpson, he loved another
American woman: Thelma Morgan Furness, sister to the first Gloria Vanderbilt. This is her story.

Photo Credit: Ana Pascos

On-sale: August 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
416 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

The daughters of an American diplomat, Thelma and Gloria Morgan were stars of New York social scene in the early
1920s, dubbed “the magnificent Morgans.” Both would marry into wealth and privilege beyond their imaginations,
Gloria to Reggie Vanderbilt, and Thelma to a viscount. Thelma begins an affair with Edward, the dashing Prince of
Wales, that will last nearly five years.
Then, in 1934, Thelma’s life is upended by her sister Gloria’s custody trial—a headline-grabbing drama known as The
Matter of Vanderbilt, which dominates global news for months and raises the bar for tabloid sensationalism. Back in
New York, sued by members of her late husband’s family on charges of negligence, unfit parenting and homosexuality,
Gloria needs her twin’s support more than ever. But as her sister gains international notoriety, Thelma fears that her own
fall from grace might not be far behind.
Comparison Titles: The Gown by Jennifer Robson, American Duchess by Karen Harper, The Address by Fiona Davis
The Woman Before Wallis Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)

H

Kerry Kletter

EAST COAST GIRLS
For fans of Elin Hilderbrand, J. Courtney Sullivan and Liane Moriarty, Kerry Kletter’s adult
debut follows four friends who return to Montauk where they spent childhood vacations
until one fateful summer, alternating between present and past and slowly unraveling the
events of the terrible night that shaped them.

On-sale: June 2020
Fiction/Friendship
Trade Paperback
336 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

DEBUT
AUTHOR

Hannah, Maya, Blue and Renee have been friends since childhood. Their friendship is more like family—mismatched,
at odds but connected by love and shared history. Growing up, they’d vacation together in Montauk every summer
until the fateful visit after graduation when a terrible trauma flung their lives in different directions and caused them
each to deal with the fallout in their own less-than-optimal way. Now, twelve years later and hoping to resurrect their
lost innocence, they go back to Montauk—the last place they were truly happy. But just when it seems the trip might
turn out the way they hope, tragedy strikes again, and the four women are forced to confront their past, their friendship,
and especially themselves. Told in alternating points of view including flashbacks that slowly unravel the events of the
terrible night that shaped them, this is a novel for anyone who enjoys women’s fiction with a dark mystery as its engine.
Comparison Titles: The Identicals by Elin Hilderbrand, Maine by J. Courtney Sullivan,
The Sunshine Sisters by Jane Green
An ALA Booklist
“Top 10 First Novel
for Youth” selection for
The First Time She
Drowned

East Coast Girls Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Chicago
Public Library Best
Books of the Year The
First Time She
Drowned

Praise for The First Time She Drowned:
“Kletter’s excellent debut novel incorporates the dubious reliability of Cassie’s narration with the psychological mind games played her
cruelly self-absorbed mother.”
—Booklist, starred review
“Emotionally devastating… A complex novel that ultimately uplifts.”
“Poignant…This heartfelt, lyrical debut will strike a chord with older teens who appreciate contemporary fiction.”

—Publishers Weekly
—Kirkus Reviews

“Beautiful, passionate… [Kletter is] a writer of great distinction and infinite promise.”
—Pat Conroy, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Prince of Tides and South of Broad
“Sentence by sentence… one of the most lyrical novels I’ve ever read. Haunting and exquisite.”
— Nicola Yoon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything
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MIRA Books
Sarah McCraw Crow
THE WRONG
KIND OF
WOMAN
Sarah McCraw Crow
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: October 2020
Historical Fiction
Hardcover
336 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

THE WRONG KIND OF WOMAN
It’s late 1970 when Oliver Desmarais drops dead in his front yard, and in the year that follows,
those closest to him search for new anchors.

H
DEBUT
AUTHOR

Oliver was a history professor at Clarendon College, a small boys’ liberal arts college with just four
women on the faculty, and though his widow Virginia initially carried Oliver’s prejudices against
these outspoken, never-married women, she begins to depend on them in the wake of his death. The Gang of Four, as
he’d dubbed them, take Virginia under their wing, and soon she finds herself joining their work to bring the women’s
movement—and coed students—to Clarendon.
Meanwhile right under her nose, Virginia’s daughter Rebecca is adrift in a world without her dad and no longer
recognizes the woman her mother is becoming.
On campus, junior Sam Waxman is also left reeling from the death of his favorite professor, and allows a crush on a
female-guest-student-turned-activist to draw him into a more radical orbit than he ever intended to be a part of. Paths
converge one fraught night at a Clarendon frat party, where Sam’s entanglement in a badly planned anti-war action
threatens Virginia’s newfound identity—and puts much more at stake for Rebecca.
The Wrong Kind Of Woman by Sarah McCraw Crow is a thoughtful, engrossing story of grief and renewal, of
shedding old identities and finding new ways to belong, beautifully woven against the backdrop of the rapid
changes of the early Seventies—a time of change that will reverberate with the issues of equality we still
struggle with today.
Comparison Titles: The Wife by Meg Wolitzer, The Immortalists by Chloe Benjamin
The Wrong Kind of Woman Rights Sold:
• All Rights Available

New York Times bestselling author

J.T. Ellison

GOOD GIRLS LIE
Goode girls don’t lie…
Perched atop a hill in the tiny town of Marchburg, Virginia, The Goode School is a prestigious prep school known
as a Silent Ivy. The boarding school of choice for daughters of the rich and influential, it accepts only the best and
the brightest. Its elite status, long-held traditions and honor code are ideal for preparing exceptional young women
for brilliant futures at Ivy League universities and beyond. But a stranger has come to Goode, and this ivy has turned
poisonous.

On-sale: January 2020
Psychological Suspense
Trade Paperback;
464 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

In a world where appearances are everything, as long as students pretend to follow the rules, no one questions the
cruelties of the secret societies or the dubious behavior of the privileged young women who expect to get away with
murder. But when a popular student is found dead, the truth cannot be ignored. Rumors suggest she was struggling with
a secret that drove her to suicide.
But look closely…because there are truths and there are lies, and then there is everything that really happened.
J.T. Ellison’s pulse-pounding new novel examines the tenuous bonds of friendship, the power of lies and the
desperate lengths people will go to to protect their secrets.
Good Girls Lie Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
Other titles by J.T. Ellison: Lie To Me and Tear Me Apart

Praise for J.T. Ellison:
“Exceptional… Ellison’s best work to date.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Lie to Me

“Fans of Paula Hawkins, A.S.A. Harrison, Mary Kubica, and Karin Slaughter will want to add this to their reading list.”
—Library Journal on Lie to Me
—Booklist on Lie to Me

“Immensely readable…lush.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Tear Me Apart

“Outstanding… Ellison is at the top of her game.”

“Well-paced and creative…An inventive thriller with a horrifying reveal and a happy ending.”

—Kirkus Reviews on Tear Me Apart
—Booklist on Tear Me Apart

“A compelling story with a moving message.”
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MIRA Books
Jane Gilmartin

H

THE MIRROR MAN
For fans of Blake Crouch and Chuck Wendig, The Mirror Man is a near-future suspense
in which a man agrees to be replaced by a clone, only to have his life spiral out of control,
and everything he values put at risk.
They put a perfect clone into his imperfect life.

Photo Credit: Kerry Brett

On-sale: July 2020
Thriller
Hardcover
336 pages; $27.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

DEBUT
AUTHOR

The offer is too tempting: be part of a scientific breakthrough, step out of your own life for a year, and be paid hugely for
it. Jeremiah Adams is a middle aged man with a failing marriage, a teenage son who barely acknowledges him, and a
job he no longer believes in. When the opportunity to take part in an illegal cloning experiment is brought to him by his
employer, ViGen Pharmaceuticals, Jeremiah sees it as a chance to take a much-needed break from an existence that he
feels increasingly disconnected from. No one will know he’s been replaced, since a revolutionary drug called Meld can
transfer consciousness and memories to his copy.
From a luxurious apartment, he watches the clone navigate his day-to-day. But soon Jeremiah discovers that examining
himself from an outsider’s perspective isn’t what he thought it would be. As “his” life spirals out of control, he finds
that he’s more captive lab rat than collaborator. ViGen needs the experiment to succeed and will go to any lengths to
remove obstacles. With his family in danger, Jeremiah will need to escape and finally find the courage to face himself
head-on.
Comparison Titles: The One by John Marrs, Here And Now And Then by Mike Chen, Recursion by Blake Crouch
The Mirror Man Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Brianna Wolfson
THAT SUMMER IN MAINE
For fans of Catherine Isaac and Laurie Frankel, a coming of age novel about mothers and daughters, about
taking chances and exploding family secrets in order to discover your real self and where you belong in the
world.
What if you had a sister your same age you never knew about? You share a father whom you’ve never met—but she
has. And now she is inviting you to visit him with her?

On-sale: July 2020
Literary Fiction
Hardcover;
320 pages; $26.99
U.S.;
Rights: World

For as long as Hazel could remember, it was just the two of them—her and her mother Jane. And she was happy. Hazel
knew she had a father somewhere in the universe, but that didn’t matter. Then Jane met a man named Cam. They fell in
love and had twin boys. And suddenly Hazel’s intimate family of two became a raucous circle of five. Except now Hazel
felt different, left out and lonely, her dark hair in a sea of blonds. One night a stranger reaches out to Hazel across the
internet and says she is her sister. She has met their father who lives in Maine and she is inviting Hazel to visit him with
her this summer. Excitement mixes with anxiety. Maybe this is the real family Hazel has been yearning for…her chance
to discover who she really is and have that deeper connection for which she longs…the chance to feel special again. But
first she has to push past what is emotionally familiar into a messy unknown…
Comparison Titles: You Me Everything by Catherine Isaac, This Is How It Always Is by Laurie Frankel
That Summer in Maine Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• UK (HQ)
Other Brianna Wolfson titles available: Rosie Colored Glasses

Praise for Rosie Colored Glasses:
“While sadness hides behind the beautiful language, the idea that children see their parents through rose-colored glasses will resonate
with readers beyond the last page.”
—Booklist
“Wolfson’s writing is superb. Without so much as dipping a toe into cliche territory, her heady descriptions of love will curl into readers’
souls. With a simplistic elegance to her prose, the author delivers a treasure of a read.”
—The Washington Post
“What a wonderful, emotional ride! It’s like Ordinary People for the 21st century…such an achievement!”
—Robyn Carr, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Summer That Made Us
“Brianna Wilson has done a marvelous and generous thing by writing Rosie Colored Glasses. I followed Willow with a hopeful, breaking
heart, reminded how all of us, daughters, mothers, parents, children, are “different” in so many ways, and yet so beautiful and
absolutely deserving of giving and receiving our love.”
—Nancy Thayer, New York Times bestselling author of Secrets in Summer
“Rosie Colored Glasses is tender and bright, a compelling novel of a young girl (who completely owned my heart) and the mother she
adores and fears and needs so badly. Brianna Wolfson is a wonderful writer. She has captured so brilliantly the demons and angels of
mental illness, love and longing.”
—Luanne Rice, New York Times bestselling author of The Beautiful
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MIRA Books
Meg Little Reilly
THE MISFORTUNES OF FAMILY
When the four adult sons of recently retired Senator John Bright, and their significant others, join their parents at the
family’s Berkshire compound for their mandatory summer vacation, the matriarch Patty decides to hire a documentary
film maker to memorialize their time together. The Brights, a family of outsized pride, are beautiful, competitive, athletic
and terrible… They have everything they need, except the ability to see themselves clearly. Naturally, they let their
guard down.
Caught up in the news of the day, the Senator misses being in the limelight and so he floats, at least on camera, another
political run, this time for governor. That is, until one by one family secrets start coming to light. And keep coming…
On-sale: February 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
352 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Comparison Titles: The Vacationers by Emma Straub, The Nest by Cynthia D’Apris Sweeney,
This Is My Life by Meg Wolitzer
The Misfortunes of Family Rights Sold:
• Audio (Blackstone Audio)

Other Meg Little Reilly titles available: We Are Unprepared and Everything That Follows
Praise for Meg Little Reilly:
“Timely and terrifying.”
—Publishers Weekly on We Are Unprepared
—Library Journal on We Are Unprepared

“Any book group will have lots to discuss here.”
“A skillfully wrought tale of atonement in a frame of psychological suspense.”

—Booklist on Everything That Follows

“Taut with moral complexity and a subtly building tension, this is the kind of story that punishes you if you dare to put it down.”
—Kim Cross, New York Times bestselling, author of What Stands in a Storm, on Everything That Follows

Alka Joshi

H

THE HENNA ARTIST
Escaping from an arranged and abusive marriage, seventeen-year-old Lakshmi makes her way
alone from her 1950s rural village to the vibrant pink city of Jaipur. There she becomes the henna
artist—and confidante—most in demand to the wealthy women of the upper class. But trusted
with the secrets of the wealthy, she can never reveal her own…

On-sale: March 2020
Historical Fiction
Hardcover
368 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

DEBUT
AUTHOR

Known for her original designs and sage advice, Lakshmi must tread carefully to avoid the jealous
gossips who could ruin her reputation and her livelihood. As she pursues her dream of an independent life, she is
startled one day when she is confronted by her husband, who has tracked her down these many years later with a highspirited young girl in tow—a sister Lakshmi never knew she had. Suddenly the caution that she has carefully cultivated
as protection is threatened. Still she perseveres, applying her talents and lifting up those that surround her as she does.
Vivid and compelling in its portrait of one woman’s struggle for fulfillment in a society pivoting between the
traditional and the modern, The Henna Artist opens a door into a world that is at once lush and fascinating,
stark and cruel.
Comparison Titles: The Secrets Between Us by Thrity Umrigar,
Erotic Stories For Punjabi Widows by Balli Kuar Jaswal
The Henna Artist Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Early Praise for The Henna Artist:
“The Henna Artist is a bold, ambitious, beautifully written novel about India in the decade after independence, and about class, identity,
love, and deceit. The broad cast of characters will etch themselves in your psyche.”
—Tom Barbash, author of Stay Up With Me
“Alka Joshi’s superb first novel is unforgettable… Read this book slowly and savor it: Every page is rich with intricate pleasures for the
mind and the heart.”
—Anita Amirrezvani, author of The Blood of Flowers and Equal of the Sun
“Everything a great novel needs: The protagonist balancing impossible burdens with her bountiful talents. The many other characters,
each so colorful and complex, each necessary to the intricate and delicate plot. Such a satisfying novel!”
—Sandra Scofield, author of The Last Draft: A Novelist’s Guide to Revision
“Alka Joshi’s debut novel is a richly drawn design of love and the many hungers that drive human beings… A lush, gorgeous journey that
any reader will be sorry to see end.”
—Erin McGraw, author of The Good Life and The Seamstress of Hollywood Boulevard
“Like a brilliant, magical kaleidoscope, bursting with color…The Henna Artist kept me riveted from start to finish.”
—Lauren Belfer, New York Times Bestselling author of And After the Fire and City of Light
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MIRA Books
Ellen Meister
A Dana Barry Mystery
LOVE SOLD SEPARATELY (Book 1 in the series)
Dana Barry’s life is a mess. Newly unemployed after getting fired from Hot Topic for mouthing off to customers, she
has too much free time on her hands, which always means trouble. And while she loves performing with her theater
troupe Sweat City, their tiny plays don’t pay the bills. So when she learns the Home Shopping Channel is auditioning for
new hosts, she dives in with nothing to lose and is stunned when she actually lands the job. Her keen eye for detail, an
uncanny knack for knowing what makes people tick, and a lot of sheer bravado make her perfect for her new role and
she is suddenly on the brink of a strikingly successful career.

Photo Credit: Hy Goldberg

On-sale: September 2020
Mystery
Trade Paperback
336 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

But when the Shopping Channel’s star Kitty Todd is found shot to death in her office, Dana can’t help but involve herself
in trying to track down the killer. She was never one to mind her own business, and like any true actress, she inevitably
winds up at the center of every drama. Plus, she knows the homicide detective’s prime suspect is innocent—they were
together on the roof for some slightly illicit alone time when they heard the gunshot, after all. Lorenzo’s record may not
be squeaky clean but she can tell the single father has a heart of gold. He may even be marriage material—something
she’d be able to focus on if only Detective Marks wasn’t so handsome and their chemistry wasn’t so electric. Dana is
this close to having it all if, just this once, she can keep herself out of trouble and not screw it up. But for Dana Berry,
trouble usually comes easier and is always a lot more fun…
Comparison Titles: When Life Gives You Lululemons by Lauren Weisberger,
My (Not So) Perfect Life by Sophie Kinsella
Love Sold Separately Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
The second Dana Barry Mystery novel will be released in January 2021.

Praise for Ellen Meister:
“Meister skillfully translates the rapier-like wit of the Algonquin Round Table to modern-day New York … [with] pathos, nuanced
characters, plenty of rapid-fire one-liners, and a heart-rending denouement.”
—Publishers Weekly
“This funny yet tender homage…resurrects the iconic wit of the literary legend…Breezy and engaging…complete with Parkeresque
banter.”
—Library Journal
“Farewell, Dorothy Parker is a delightful haunting. How wonderful to have the renowned wit—America’s wisegirl—as resident ghost
and adviser… Ellen Meister’s new novel is smart and fun.”
—Susan Isaacs, New York Times bestselling author of Compliments of a Stranger

Elysia Whisler
RESCUE YOU

Elysia Whisler
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: November 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
400 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

H

RESCUE YOU
DEBUT
Constance Morrigan and her sister, Sunny, rescue dogs from owners who don’t treat them well and
AUTHOR
rehabilitate them to help war veterans. The neighbors, however, think pitbulls are a dangerous breed
and are determined to shut down The Pittie Place regardless of how many people and animals are
helped. Rhett owns a CrossFit gym hoping to exercise the PTSD out of his system, and it may be the
only place Constance can find herself again after her whole life got thrown for a loop.

Who Saves Whom? Constance and Sunny save the dogs that can save Rhett and his colleagues—if they can do it before
a vindictive neighbor gets them shut down. And Rhett’s gym can save Constance’s sense of self if he can do it before
she shuts him down.
This debut will make you smile and make you cry. For readers of Robyn Carr and Brenda Novak, Rescue You is issuedriven but never feels preachy, and has crackling slow-burn tension between the hero and heroine, well rounded
characters, a Christmas party, and rescued puppies.
Rescue You Rights Sold:
• All Rights Available
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MIRA Books
Mike Chen
A BEGINNING AT THE END
Six years after a global pandemic wiped out most of the planet’s population, the survivors are rebuilding the
country, split between self-governing cities, hippie communes and wasteland gangs.
In postapocalyptic San Francisco, Moira, a former pop star, now in hiding, has created a new identity to finally escape
her past—until her domineering father launches a sweeping public search to track her down. Desperate for a fresh start
herself, jaded event planner Krista navigates the world on behalf of those too traumatized to go outside, determined to
help everyone move on—even if they don’t want to. Rob survived the catastrophe with his daughter, Sunny, but lost
his wife. When strict government rules threaten to separate parent and child, Rob needs to prove himself worthy in the
city’s eyes by connecting with people again.
On-sale: January 2020
Science Fiction
Hardcover
400 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Krista, Moira, Rob and Sunny are brought together by circumstance, and their lives begin to twine together. Then reports
of another outbreak throw the fragile society into panic, forcing the friends to finally face everything that came before—
and everything they still stand to lose. Because sometimes having one person is enough to keep the world going.
Comparison Titles: Wool by Hugh Howey, How To Stop Time by Matt Haig, The Book Of M by Peng Shepherd
A Beginning at the End Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Praise for A Beginning At The End:
“This postapocalyptic slice-of-life novel from Chen delivers big emotions… By foregrounding family, Chen manages to imbue his
apocalypse with heart, hope, and humanity. Sci-fi fans will delight in this lovingly rendered tale.”
—Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
“Not just an apocalyptic thriller, but also a timely reminder of what is most important in life—family, love, and hope.”
—Peng Shepherd, author of The Book of M

Here And Now And Then (February 2019) Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Czech (Dobrovsky)
• UK (Harper360)

Praise for Here And Now And Then:
“Quick pacing, complex characters, and a fascinating premise make this an unforgettable debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred Review
“Highly recommended for readers both new and familiar with the genre, and for fans of Audrey Niffenegger’s The Time Traveler’s Wife.”
—Library Journal, Starred Review
—Shelf Awareness, Starred Review

“[A] gripping, fast-paced time-travel thriller.”

“A subtly woven meditation about the fragility of time raises the bar in this smart, fun, and affectionate story.”

—Kirkus Reviews

“Chen carefully balances heart, humor, and precise world building to bring alive an emotional and genre-bending story.”
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—Booklist

MIRA Books
New York Times bestselling author

Allison Brennan

THE THIRD TO DIE (Book 1 in the series)
An edgy female police detective… An ambitious FBI special agent…
Together they are at the heart of the ticking-clock investigation for a psychopathic serial killer. The bond they forge in
this crucible sets the stage for high-stakes suspense.
Detective Kara Quinn, on leave from the LAPD, is on an early morning jog in her hometown of Liberty Lake when she
comes upon the body of a young nurse. The manner of death shows a pattern of highly controlled rage.

On-sale: February 2020
Thriller
Hardcover
464 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Meanwhile in DC, FBI special agent Mathias Costa is staffing his newly minted Mobile Response Team. Word reaches
Matt that the Liberty Lake murder fits the profile of the compulsive Triple Killer. It will be the first case for the MRT.
This time they have a chance to stop this zealous if elusive killer before he strikes again. But only if they can figure out
who he is and where he is hiding before he disappears for another three years. The stakes are higher than ever before,
because if they fail, one of their own will be next…
Comparison Titles: Long Road To Mercy by David Baldacci, Never Tell by Lisa Gardner,
The Kept Woman by Karin Slaughter
The Third to Die Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Czech (Grada Publishing)
—Associated Press

“Brennan [is] a master.”

—Fresh Fiction

“Can’t-put-it-down suspense.”

USA TODAY bestselling author

Rick Mofina

THE LYING HOUSE
There’s only one way to bury a secret…
Lisa Taylor had friends, family and a job she loved back in Cleveland. But when her husband, Jeff, lands the promotion
of a lifetime, she gives it all up to stand by him. Their whirlwind move to Miami feels like an adventure, their idyllic new
neighborhood the perfect place to start a family. But their dreams are shattered when a stranger breaks into their house,
holding a knife to Lisa’s throat before Jeff can chase him off.
Suddenly, every sacrifice Lisa made is like a loss she’ll never recover from. But Jeff makes it clear there’s too much at
stake to return to Ohio. Isolated and afraid, Lisa becomes a hostage in her own home. She can’t shake the feeling she’s
being watched. And with the man she married growing increasingly unrecognizable, she’s starting to wonder whether
their hasty move was to pursue a better life—or escape a chilling past that won’t be outrun.
On-sale: December 2019
Thriller
Tall Mass-Market
Paperback
512 pages; $9.99 U.S.;
Rights: World except
French

The Lying House Rights Sold:
• Audio (Dreamscape)
• UK (Harper360)
Other Rick Mofina titles available: Vengeance Road, The Panic Zone, In Desperation, The Burning Edge,
Six Seconds, They Disappeared, Into The Dark, Last Seen and Missing Daughter
Rick Mofina’s next title, Their Last Secret, will be released in August 2020.

Praise for Rick Mofina:
“Well-developed characters and an intense pace add to this gripping novel. This latest from a gifted storyteller should not be missing
from your reading pile.”
—Library Journal, starred review, on Missing Daughter
“Well-developed characters and an intense pace add to this gripping novel. This latest from a gifted storyteller should not be missing
from your reading pile.”
—Booklist on Missing Daughter (starred review)
—Library Journal (starred review) on They Disappeared

“Mofina is one of the best thriller writers in the business.”

“Mofina’s tense, taut writing makes every thriller he writes an adrenaline-packed ride.”
—Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling author
“Rick Mofina’s books are edge-of-your seat thrilling. Page turners that don’t let up.”
—Louise Penny, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“Six Seconds should be Rick Mofina’s breakout thriller. It moves like a tornado.” —James Patterson, New York Times bestselling author
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MIRA Books
New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Robyn Carr

20 million
books by
Robyn Carr sold!

Sullivan’s Crossing Series

THE COUNTRY GUESTHOUSE (Book 5 in the series)
A summer rental, a new beginning…

Hannah Russell’s carefully crafted plans for her life have been upended without warning. When her best friend died
suddenly, Hannah became guardian to a five-year-old named Noah. With no experience at motherhood, she’s terrified
she’s not up to the challenge. She and Noah need time to get to know each other, so she decides to rent a country
house with stunning views on a lake in rural Colorado.

On-sale: January 2020
Women’s Fiction
Hardcover
336 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

When they arrive at the house, they are greeted by the owner, a handsome man who promises to stay out of their way.
But his clumsy Great Dane, Romeo, has other ideas and Noah immediately bonds with the lovable dog. As Hannah
learns to become a mother, Owen Abrams, who is recovering from his own grief, can’t help but be drawn out of his
solitude by his guests.
But life throws more challenges at this unlikely trio and they are tested in ways they never thought possible. All three will
discover their strengths and, despite their differences, they will fight to become a family. And the people of Sullivan’s
Crossing will rally around them to offer all of the support they need.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr delivers an emotional and triumphant novel about the fierce
power of a mother’s love.
Comparison Titles: The High Club by Mary Kay Andrews, Winter In Paradise by Elin Hilderbrand
The Country Guesthouse Rights Sold:
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)

Other Sullivan’s Crossing titles: What We Find, Any Day Now, The Family Gathering and The Best Of Us
Robyn Carrs’s next Sullivan’s Crossing title will be available in January 2024.
Praise for Sullivan’s Crossing series:
“The well-paced plot, engaging and well-defined characters, and an inviting setting make Carr’s latest an enhancement not only to the
romance shelves but to any fiction collection.”
—Booklist, starred review, What We Find
“A heart-grabber that won’t let readers go until the very end… A rewarding (happy) story that will appeal across the board and might
require a hanky or two.”
—Library Journal, starred review on What We Find
“Carr addresses serious problems—animal abuse, sexual predators, alcoholism, infidelity—realistically and sympathetically while
seamlessly weaving them into the fabric of her engrossing story.”
—Booklist, starred review, on Any Day Now

SUNRISE ON
HALF MOON
BAY

SUNRISE ON HALF MOON BAY
An emotional and heartfelt stand alone women’s fiction novel about one woman’s journey as she blossoms
from devoted parental caretaker to someone embracing her own joy. Carr portrays the issues facing
contemporary women with humor and deep insight.

Robyn Carr
• COVER COMING SOON •

On-sale: April 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
384 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Sunrise on Half Moon Bay Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• France (HarperCollins France)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)

•
•
•
•

Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
UK (HQ)

Other Robyn Carr titles: The Life She Wants, The Summer That Made Us and The View From Alameda Island
—Kirkus Reviews on The Summer That Made Us

“A blissful beach read.”

“This novel of sisters and secrets…will please fans of Carr’s Virgin River series. Themes of responsibility, forgiveness, and the agony and
ecstasy of female relatives will appeal to readers of Debbie Macomber and Susan Wiggs.”
—Booklist on The Summer That Made Us
“A satisfying reinvention story that handles painful issues with a light and uplifting touch.”

—Kirkus Reviews on The Life She Wants

Robyn Carrs’ next trade paperback titles will be available in May 2021, May 2022 and May 2023.
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MIRA Books
#1 New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Susan Mallery
Blackberry Island Series

SISTERS BY CHOICE (Book 4 in the series)
Life is anything but easy for three cousins who grew up on Blackberry Island as they help each other navigate
the joys—and frustrations—of family life, the stress of marital trouble, and the courage it takes to rebuild your
life in this emotional, humorous, and heartfelt story from #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery.
Sophie, Kristine, and Heather couldn’t be more different. But these three cousins who grew up on the beautiful coast of
Blackberry Island will find that when all the chips are down, they can get through anything together.

On-sale: February 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
448 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Sophie has devoted her life to her business. But when it all went up in smoke—literally—she moved back to Blackberry
Island to begin again. Being home again and closer to Kristine helps. It doesn’t change the fact that rebuilding her
business is a heartbreaking, painstaking endeavor and she’s learning more about herself and her shortcomings than she
ever dreamed possible. When Dugan, a Tai Chi instructor, comes into her life, she thinks he’s just the mindless diversion
she needs…until he makes her question everything.
Kristine couldn’t be more certain about the choices she’s made. She loves her husband and her kids…but she can’t
deny that there’s a part of herself that’s missing. She’s always dreamed of opening up her own bakery and when the
opportunity finally presents itself, she wonders if this is finally the moment she’s been waiting for. But when pursuing
her dream threatens everything she holds dear, she wonders whether her own dreams are the price she must pay for the
family she loves.
Heather desperately wants to leave Blackberry Island, but she doubts she ever will. Her entire life is defined by her
mother and her needy, destructive tendencies and Heather can’t seem to find a way to escape. Going to school away
from home has always been her fantasy. But can she find the courage to break away from her mother—and the only life
she’s ever known—to make her dreams come true?
Sisters by Choice Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)

•
•
•
•
•

Norwegian (HarperCollins Nordic)
Polish (HarperCollins Polska)
Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins Brasil)
Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
UK (HQ)

Other Blackberry Island series titles available: Barefoot Season, Three Sisters and Evening Stars
Praise for Susan Mallery:
“Susan Mallery brings her signature humor and style to this moving story of strong women who help each other deal with realistic
challenge, a tale as appealing as the fiction of Debbie Macomber and Anne Tyler.”
—Booklist on California Girls
“In Mallery’s heartwarming novel, three California sisters discover their inner strengths as they face trials in their lives…their candid
interactions are believable and real. Mallery fans and newcomers alike will adore this tale about the bonds of sisterhood and friendship
tested by life’s ups and downs.”
—Publishers Weekly on California Girls
“[It’s] refreshing to see sisters who get along in fiction; Harper and Stacey always support each other no matter what drama happens in
their personal and professional lives… An emotional and humorous look at the bonds between the women in an endearingly flawed
family.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Sisters Like Us
“Mallery is the master of blending emotionally believable characters in realistic situations. Her engaging and comically touching
Mischief Bay series continues to satisfy lovers of women’s fiction.”
—Library Journal on A Million Little Things
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MIRA Books
New York Times bestselling author

Brenda Novak

ONE PERFECT SUMMER
For fans of Elin Hilderbrand and Mary Kay Andrews, comes New York Times bestselling author Brenda Novak’s
newest standalone work of women’s fiction, about three women who just learned they’re biological sisters,
and the relationships they begin to forge that help each of them with challenges they’re facing in their lives.
Serenity Alston is a true-crime writer who usually delves into other families’ dirty secrets, but now she’s turning the
tables by delving into her own family. With as religious as her parents are, she never dreamed she’d find evidence of
deceit, had she not swabbed her cheek for 23andMe.

On-sale: April 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
368 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

She had two sisters she hadn’t even known existed. And the loving father she’d grown up with? The man who often said
they were “just alike?” He wasn’t related to her at all.
When a woman named Aubrey Cipriano reaches out to her on Facebook, she’s shocked when a second test confirms
that they share fifty percent of their DNA. Even more shocking, Aubrey tells her about another woman—Reagan
Sanders—she discovered a year ago…a sister to both of them.
The women plan to spend the week together at Serenity’s family lake house in Tahoe, getting to know each other. Soon
they discover just how alike they are, and how much they can help each other.
Comparison Titles: The Perfect Couple by Elin Hilderbrand, The High Tide Club by Mary Kay Andrews
One Perfect Summer Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
Other trade paperback titles available by Brenda Novak: Before We Were Strangers

“Realistic, often deeply flawed characters; well-handled multiple viewpoints; and a dark, twisty plot that will leave readers unsure until
the very end keep the pages turning in this engrossing, insightful romantic thriller.”
—Library Journal
“Before We Were Strangers has it all: a mystery that kept me guessing, a romance with heart and sizzle, and an ending I didn’t see
coming. Bravo, Ms. Novak!”
—Erica Spindler, New York Times bestselling author of The Other Girl
“Teeming with riveting, hold-your-breath suspense, Brenda Novak’s Before We Were Strangers is a chilling exploration into how far one
will go to discover the truth no matter the cost. Novak is at the top of her game… Prepare to be up all night!”
—Heather Gudenkauf, New York Times bestselling author of The Weight of Silence and Not a Sound
“The perfect read to cozy up to on a long winter night.”
—Susan Wiggs, #1 New York Times bestselling author, on Before We Were Strangers

Silver Springs Series
CHRISTMAS IN SILVER SPRINGS (Book 5 in the series)
Come home to Silver Springs for the holidays, where broken hearts learn to love again…together.
So much for forever. When Elle Devlin’s rock star husband ditches her on his way to the top, she takes her two
daughters to her sister’s place in Silver Springs for the holidays, hoping family can heal her broken heart. But comfort
comes in unexpected places when she crosses paths with Tobias Richardson.
The moment Tobias spots Elle, he recognizes a sadness he knows all too well. After spending thirteen years in prison
paying for his regretful past, Tobias is ready to make amends, and maybe helping Elle is the way to do it. But offering her
a shoulder to cry on ignites a powerful attraction and a desire neither saw coming.
On-sale: November 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
432 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Fearing her reaction, Tobias doesn’t divulge his ex-con status, let alone the shameful details. So when Elle’s ex shows
up in Silver Springs and reveals the truth in a bid to win her back, Tobias is sure he’s lost her for good. But maybe this
Christmas he’ll receive the forgiveness—and the love—he deserves.
Silver Springs Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)

• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)

• Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
• UK (Harper360)

Other Silver Springs titles: No One But You, Until You Loved Me, Right Where We Belong and Unforgettable You
The next book in the Silver Springs series, A California Christmas, will be released in October 2020.
—Robyn Carr, #1 New York Times bestselling author

“Once you visit Silver Springs, you’ll never want to leave.”

“Fascinating characters, powerful conflicts and complex emotions make any Brenda Novak book a must-read for me.”
—Sherryl Woods, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“Brenda Novak doesn’t just write fabulous stories, she writes keepers.”
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—Susan Mallery, #1 New York Times bestselling author

MIRA Books
USA TODAY bestselling author

Sheila Roberts

CHRISTMAS FROM THE HEART
USA TODAY bestselling author Sheila Roberts takes readers to the charming, snowbound town of Pine River
in this irresistible holiday romance.
Sometimes you need to look beyond the big picture to see what really matters
Olivia Berg’s charity, Christmas from the Heart, has helped generations of families in need in Pine River, Washington,
but this year might be the end of the road. Hightower Enterprises, one of their biggest donors since way back when
Olivia’s grandmother ran the charity, has been taken over by Ebenezer Scrooge the Second, aka CFO Guy Hightower,
and he’s declared there will be no more money coming to Christmas from the Heart.
On-sale: October 2019
Contemporary Romance
Trade Paperback
304 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Guy is simply being practical. Hightower Enterprises needs to tighten its belt, and when you don’t have money to spare,
you don’t have money to share. You’d think even the pushy Olivia Berg could understand that.
With charitable donations dwindling, Olivia’s Christmas budget depends on Hightower’s contribution. She’s focused her
whole life on helping this small town, even putting her love life on hold to support her mission.
When Guy’s Maserati breaks down at the edge of the Cascade foothills, he’s relieved to be rescued by a pretty young
woman who drives him to the nearby town of Pine River. Until he realizes his rescuer is none other than Olivia Berg.
What’s a Scrooge to do? Plug his nose and eat fruitcake and hope she doesn’t learn his true identity before he can get
out of town. What could go wrong?
Comparison Titles: The Christmas Sisters by Sarah Morgan, Hope At Christmas by Nancy Naigle

Christmas From The Heart Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• UK (HQ)
“Sheila Roberts makes me laugh…and come away inspired, hopeful and happy.” —Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“The ultimate in feel-good family drama and heart-melting romance. Plus there’s the added bonus of getting to celebrate the season
with a community that couldn’t be more devoted to Christmas.”
—USA TODAY on The Lodge on Holly Road
“A lovely blend of romance and women’s fiction, this insightful holiday treat hits all the right notes.” —Library Journal on Christmas in Icicle Falls

A Moonlight Harbor Novel
BEACHSIDE BEGINNINGS (Book 4 in the series)
Join USA TODAY bestselling author Sheila Roberts for a seaside escape to the beaches of Moonlight Harbor
Moira Wellman has always loved makeovers—helping women find their most beautiful selves. Funny how it’s taken her
five years with her abusive boyfriend, Lang, to realize she needs a life makeover. When Moira finally gets the courage to
leave Lang, the beachside town of Moonlight Harbor is the perfect place to start over.

On-sale: May 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
400 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Soon Moira is right at home, working as a stylist at Waves Salon, making new friends, saving her clients from beauty
blunders and helping the women of Moonlight Harbor find new confidence as well as new looks. When she meets a
handsome police officer, she’s more than willing to give him a free haircut. Maybe even her heart. But is she really ready
for romance after Lang? And what if her new friend is in hot pursuit of that same cop? This is worse than a bad perm.
Life surely can’t get any more difficult. Or can it?
With all the heart and humor readers have come to expect from a Sheila Roberts novel, Beachside Beginnings is the
story of one woman finding the courage to live her best life. And where better to live it than at the beach?

Beachside Beginnings Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
Other Moonlight Harbor series titles available: Welcome To Moonlight Harbor, Winter At The Beach
and The Summer Retreat
Sheila Roberts’s next title will be available in November 2021.
Praise for Sheila Roberts:
“No one writes emotionally satisfying, warmhearted tales of small-town life quite like Roberts.”

—Booklist

“Homing in on issues many readers can identify with, Roberts’s women search for solutions to a common challenge with humor.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Roberts once again works her easy, breezy brand of romance magic in the latest sun-dappled, ocean-splashed, and superbly satisfying
addition to the endlessly charming Moonlight Harbor series.”
—Booklist on The Summer Retreat
“Roberts does an excellent job of creating sympathetic and relatable characters with real-life problems in a small-town setting. The beginning
entry in this hopeful series will win over readers looking for a comforting escape.”
—Library Journal on Welcome to Moonlight Harbor
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MIRA Books
Beverly Long
An A.L. McKittridge Novel
TEN DAYS GONE (Book 1 in the series)
Set in the sleepy town of Baywood, Wisconsin, 4 women are dead in 40 days, all killed 10 days apart. They’re
all found naked with their clothes folded neatly next to them and all have been smothered with a pillow from
their own bed. There are no signs of struggle. The residents of this quiet town are on edge and desperate for
answers.

On-sale: March 2020
Thriller
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Detectives A.L. McKittridge and Rena Morgan are tasked with investigating the gruesome murders. They work day and
night trying to find leads, but they seem to be racing against time. The detectives get their first big break in the case
when they discover that all the murdered women have signed a petition to save a historic building, the Gizer Hotel.
Every tenth name on the petition has been killed. And, they are killed on the tenth day. A.L. and Rena question a
successful Chicago businessman and real estate developer who wants to tear down the Gizer Hotel, but he appears to
have an airtight alibi that puts him far from Baywood at the time of the murders.
While they don’t know who the killer is, they know the next likely victim is Tess Lyons. She is the fiftieth signer on the
petition. A.L. and Rena rush to Tess’s house to take her to safety, but she is nowhere to be found.
Comparison Titles: The Secrets We Bury by Debra Webb, Dark Water Rising by Sharon Sala,
Silent Scream by Karen Harper
A.L. McKittridge Novel Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
The next A.L. McKittridge Novel, No One Saw, will be available July 2020.

New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Heather Graham
Krewe of Hunters Series

THE STALKING (Book 29 in the series)
Dark legends come to life

New York Times
Bestseller!

With the execution of a serial killer known as the Artiste, Cheyenne Donegal thinks a grim part
of her past is finally put to rest. Her cousin had been the twisted killer’s final victim, and thenteenage Cheyenne was integral in bringing him to justice. That tragedy drove her to become an FBI agent. And now
she’s back in Louisiana because someone is murdering young women in the same manner as the Artiste.

On-sale: October 2019
Romantic Suspense
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $8.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Krewe of Hunters agent Andre Broussard has deep ties in New Orleans and Cajun country beyond. He knows that
more than one monster has stalked the bayou. Has a deadly threat been resurrected, or does someone have a dark
inspiration?
With the life of a missing woman on the line, Cheyenne and Andre have to set aside their doubts about each other and
work to discover the truth. The case is too close and too personal—but they can’t let it go, especially now that a ruthless
killer has turned the tables and is hunting them.
Comparison Titles for Krewe of Hunters series: In Death series by J.D. Robb, Dark Tribute by Iris Johansen

Krewe of Hunters Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Book Club (Bookspan)

• Large Print (Thorndike)
• UK (Harper360)

Other Krewe of Hunters titles: Phantom Evil, Heart Of Evil, Sacred Evil, The Evil Inside, The Unseen, The Unholy,
The Unspoken, The Uninvited, The Night Is Watching, The Night Is Alive, The Night Is Forever, The Cursed, The Hexed,
The Betrayed, The Silenced, The Forgotten, The Hidden, Haunted Destiny, Deadly Fate, Darkest Journey, Dying Breath,
Dark Rites, Wicked Deeds, Fade To Black, Pale As Death, Echoes of Evil, The Summoning and The Seekers
Praise for Heather Graham:
“Graham is a master at world building and her latest is a thrilling, dark, and deadly tale of romantic suspense.”
—Booklist, starred review, on Haunted Destiny
—Publishers Weekly

“Graham stands at the top of the romantic suspense category.”
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Heather Graham (Cont’d.)

New York Confidential Series

THE FINAL DECEPTION (Book 5 in the series)
How do you confront a threat that is hiding in plain sight? FBI agent Craig Frasier and psychologist Kieran
Finnegan hunt a serial killer with a too-close connection to Finnegan’s Pub in this explosive thriller, the latest
story in the New York Confidential series
It was one of Kieran’s most chilling cases: her assessment of a murderer known as the Fireman. There was no doubt that
the man was dangerous and needed to be locked away for his gruesome acts. Now Craig is called to a crime scene that
matches the killer’s methods, and news breaks that the Fireman has escaped prison.

On-sale: April 2020
Romantic Suspense
Hardcover
384 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Amid a citywide manhunt, Kieran and Craig need to untangle a web of deceit, privilege and greed. They begin to
suspect there is a new threat stalking the streets of Manhattan. Either those closest to the killer have been drawn into his
evil, or someone is using another man’s madness and cruelty to disguise their crimes.
When their investigation brings the danger right to the doorstep of Finnegan’s Pub, Kieran and Craig will have to be
smarter and bolder than ever before, because this time it’s personal, and they have everything to lose.
Comparison Titles for New York Confidential Series: The Wedding Guest by Jonathan Kellerman,
Never Tell by Lisa Gardner, Connections In Death by J.D. Robb
The Final Deception Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)

Other New York Confidential titles: Flawless, A Perfect Obsession, A Dangerous Game and A Lethal Legacy
Praise for the New York Confidential series by Heather Graham:
“Immediately entertaining and engrossing.”

—Publisher’s Weekly on A Dangerous Game

“Intricate, fast-paced, and intense, this riveting thriller blends romance and suspense in perfect combination and keeps readers guessing
and the tension taut until the very end.”
—Library Journal on Flawless
“This riveting thriller has…a shade more suspense than romance; it will appeal to fans of both genres.” —Library Journal on A Dangerous Game
New York Times bestselling author

Sharon Sala

Jigsaw Files Series

SECOND SIGHT (Book 2 in the series)
Book Two in the Jigsaw series following The Missing Piece. In this suspense novel PI Charlie Dodge and his
enigmatic partner Wyrick on searching for a missing twelve year old girl who was kidnapped by her estranged
father and is now being held by a dangerous cult.
Charlie Dodge gets a phone call from Tara Bien, a woman who’s twelve year old daughter, Jordan, has been kidnapped
by her ex-husband. Jud has been an absentee father most of his daughter’s life. Jordan barely knows him, and Tara fears
he’s taken her into a cult called Fourth Dimension.

On-sale: February 2020
Thriller
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

The cult is rumored to gather men with psychic abilities, with the goal of breeding a race of people who all have powers,
as in psychics, mediums, clairvoyants, healers, etc. Once they are accepted into the cult they are given a young girl to
marry. To get his own bride, each man must donate a young female from his own family or extended family for another
member to marry. Jud took Jordan to the compound so he can marry the girl he’s already picked out for himself. Tara is
frantic to get Jordan back before that happens to her, and Charlie takes the case with no time to waste.
Charlie and Wyrick find men who’ve left the cult, then learning how the compound is laid out, where the different
people stay, and what the security looks like.
The FBI has been watching members coming and going from the compound, hoping to catch one of them in an illegal
act to have the excuse to get inside and see if it’s true about the children. Charlie Dodge’s sudden appearance might be
the hook they need since he isn’t bound by the same restrictions the FBI is to make a rescue legal. Before the Feds can
act, they need to know for sure the kids are there. So Charlie and Wyrick make a plan, figure out how Charlie can get in
undetected. Together they are able to rescue Jordan and take down the cult leader.
Second Sight Rights Sold:
Other Jigsaw Files titles: The Missing Piece
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Japanese (HarperCollins Japan)

The next two books in the Jigsaw Files series will be released in August 2020 and February 2021.
Other Sharon Sala titles: Family Sins, Race Against Time, Life Of Lies, In Shadows and The Missing Piece
Praise for Sharon Sala:
“The Youngblood family is a force to be reckoned with. Despite the tragic circumstances, watching this family gather around and
protect its own is an uplifting tribute to familial love.”
—RT Book Reviews on Family Sins
“Drama literally invades the life of an A-list Hollywood star, and the race is on to catch a killer.”

—RT Book Reviews on Life of Lies

“A wonderful romance, thriller, and delightful book. [I] recommend this book as highly as I can… Exciting…and will keep you glued to
the pages until you reach the end.”
—Happy Ever After/USA TODAY on Life of Lies
“In Sala’s latest page-turner, staying alive is the biggest challenge of all. There are appealing characters to root for, and one slimy villain
who needs to be stopped.”
—RT Book Reviews on Race Against Time
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MIRA Books
USA TODAY bestselling author

Debra Webb
The Undertaker’s Daughter Series

THE LIES WE TELL (Book 2 in the series)
Nothing hurts like the truth.
Doctor Rowan Dupont knows a serial killer is coming for her. Julian Addington has been waiting. Watching. And it’s
only a matter of time before he strikes. But what Julian doesn’t know is that Rowan is ready for him. And more than
anything she wants answers. How well did the depraved killer actually know her mother? And how many lies have been
spun in the years since she took her own life?

On-sale: October 2019
Romantic Suspense
Mass-Market Paperback
352 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Working alongside her childhood friend Police Chief Billy Brannigan, Rowan is determined to get to the bottom of her
mother’s puzzling suicide once and for all—even if it means exposing an unsettling past. It certainly seems like her
family’s Victorian funeral home has borne witness to more than one dark secret, but when a recent double homicide
leads to an even grislier discovery, separating the truth from the lies might be the last thing Rowan does.

THE DARKNESS WE HIDE (Book 3 in the series)
Some secrets are worth dying for.
For months, Doctor Rowan Dupont has been staring death in the face. It followed her back to her hometown of
Winchester, Tennessee, ten months ago, cloaking the walls of her family’s Victorian funeral home like a shroud. In
investigating the mysterious deaths of her loved ones, Rowan has unearthed enough family secrets to bury everything
she’d previously thought true. But each shocking discovery has only led to more bodies and more questions; the rabbit
hole is deeper than she ever imagined.

On-sale: April 2020
Romantic Suspense
Mass-Market Paperback
400 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Despite settling in to a comfortable life with Police Chief Billy Brannigan, Rowan knows dangerous serial killer Julian
Addington is still out there. She can’t let her guard down now. Not when she’s this close to ending it once and for all.
But with a storm brewing on the horizon, she’ll get only one shot before the impending darkness takes hold, threatening
to wipe away every truth she’s uncovered—and everything she holds dear.
The Undertaker’s Daughter Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Dreamscape Media)
• UK (Harper360)
Other The Undertaker’s Daughter series titles: The Secrets We Bury

Other Debra Webb titles available: No Darker Place, A Deeper Grave, The Coldest Fear and The Longest Silence
Praise for Debra Webb:
“You will fly through the pages of this action-packed thriller!”

—New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner on No Darker Place

—#1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown on The Longest Silence

“A gripping read!”

“The twists and turns in this dark, taut drama make it both creepy and compelling.”
—New York Times bestselling author Steve Berry on The Longest Silence
New York Times bestselling author

Karen Harper
Alaska Wild Novel

DEEP IN THE ALASKAN WOODS (Book 1 in the series)
In the wilds of Alaska, someone sinister is hunting…
Alexandra Collister came to her estranged cousins’ B and B in Lost Lake, Alaska, looking for a fresh start. The sprawling
forest surrounding the lodge can be harsh and unforgiving, but when Alex meets rugged wilderness tracker Quinn
Mantell, he offers to be her guide. Still recovering from a toxic previous relationship, Alex is wary of getting too close,
but when savagely deep claw marks appear outside her bedroom window, keeping her distance from Quinn is no
longer an option.

Photo Credit: Jeffrey A. Rycus

On-sale: May 2020
Romantic Suspense
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Soon a body turns up exhibiting the same ruthless slash marks, and Alex knows it isn’t a coincidence. Something sinister
is lurking in the woods around Lost Lake, turning Alex’s fresh start into a brutal game of survival. The murky veil of forest
offers more threats than answers. Can Alex and Quinn find the killer before darkness falls for good?
Deep in the Alaskan Woods Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
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HQN Books
HQN is Harlequin’s flagship mainstream romance imprint and home to
many of today’s top-selling romance stars. We publish across all formats
and romance subgenres, with a particular emphasis on contemporary,
western, historical and paranormal romance.
New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Julia London
A Royal Wedding Series

THE PRINCESS PLAN (Book 1 in the series)
New York Times bestselling author Julia London invites you to A Royal Wedding in The Princess Plan.
In 1845 England, three women are bound by a lifelong friendship. Eliza Tricklebank, the oldest daughter of a magistrate,
sticks close to home to help her father with his work. Her younger sister, the widowed Mrs. Hollis Honeycutt, is quite
busy with her bi-weekly gazette, in which the latest fashions and the most tantalizing on dits about London’s high
society are reported. Honeycutt’s Gazette of Fashion and Domesticity for Ladies has become highly sought after, as
people want to see and be seen within the special sections of the paper. Suddenly, all anyone can talk about is the very
famous and notorious Crown Prince of San Genova, who is coming to London for the summer, and the ball that is to be
held in his honor. That is one ball these women will not miss—who doesn’t want the chance to marry a prince?
On-sale: December 2019
Historical Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
400 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World except
Japanese

Everyone is vying for an invitation to the ball, and any event where the prince might be. Eliza, Hollis, and Eleanor
manage to get invitations to the grand ball and catch a glimpse of him, but after a night of drinking and dancing, and the
prince’s assistant is found dead the next day. High society is plunged into chaos. After Eliza receives a mysterious letter
from someone who claims to have knowledge of the death, will the girls be able to work with a mysterious stranger and
discover what happened?
A ROYAL KISS & TELL (Book 2 in the series)
Every prince has his secrets. And she’s determined to unravel his…
Every dashing young man in London’s ton is vying for Lady Caroline Hawke’s hand—except one. Handsome, delectable
roué Prince Leopold of Alucia can’t quite remember who Caroline is and the insult is not to be tolerated. So Caroline
does what any clever, resourceful lady of means would do to make sure a prince remembers her: sees that amusingly
risqué morsels about Leo’s reputation are printed in a ladies’ gossip gazette…all the while secretly setting her cap for the
rakish royal.

On-sale: June 2020
Historical Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World except
Japanese

Someone has been painting Leo as a blackguard, but who? Socially, it could ruin him. More important, it jeopardizes his
investigation into a contemptible scheme that reaches the highest levels of government in London. Now Leo needs Lady
Caroline’s help to regain access to society. But this charming prince is about to discover that enlisting the deceptively
sweet and sexy Lady Caroline might just cost him his heart, his soul and both their reputations…

A Royal Wedding Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• German (HarperCollins Germany)

• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
• Russian (Hemiro Limited/Family
Leisure Club)

• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• UK (HQ)

The next title in the Royal Wedding series, A Princess by Christmas, will be available in October 2020.
Other series by Julia London available: The Highland Groom Novels and The Cabot Sisters
Praise for The Princess Plan:
“It completely charmed me… the chemistry is so delicious. I simply didn’t want to put it down.”
—Nicola Cornick, USA TODAY bestselling author
—Sarah Morgan, USA TODAY bestselling author

“Charming, witty and warm. This is perfect historical romance.”

Praise for Julia London:
“London’s new Highland Grooms series will be well worth following if this first novel is any indication; she achieves something very
difficult in a genre that often follows a formula-a suspenseful plot with an unpredictable conclusion.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Wild Wicked Scot, STARRED review
“Expert storytelling and believable characters make the romance between Arran and Margot come alive in this compelling novel packed
with characters whom readers will be sad to leave behind.”
—Publishers Weekly on Wild Wicked Scot, STARRED review
“This absorbing and passionate romance bodes well for future Highland Grooms titles.” —Booklist on Wild Wicked Scot, STARRED review
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New York Times bestselling author

Candace Camp
The Mad Morelands Series

HER SCANDALOUS PURSUIT (Book 7 in the series)
London, 1867. Thisbe Moreland is a student of science and she is one of the best, though her greatest frustration is being
dismissed by her peers because she’s a woman. She has no interest in fashion, London gossip, or having a season—
Thisbe is designing a life of her own making, dedicated to science and scholarship. She certainly has no plans to fall in
love.
Desmond is doing his best to advance his scientific education, but it’s difficult when he has to work two jobs to support
himself. After all, he doesn’t belong to London’s aristocracy, or even its middle class. When he borrows notes at a
lecture from the beautiful Thisbe, his life takes a sharp turn for the unexpected.
On-sale: February 2020
Historical Romance
Mass-Market Paperback;
432 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Thisbe is attracted to Desmond immediately; she loves his quick mind and their intellectual sparring. But can there be a
future for two people from such different backgrounds? And when a mysterious artifact from Desmond’s past turns up in
Thisbe’s home, the two are quickly led down a dangerous path neither of them thought possible.
Her Scandalous Pursuit Rights Sold:
• Audio (Tantor Media)
• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
• Japanese (HarperCollins Japan)
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• UK (HQ)
Other The Mad Moreland series titles: His Sinful Touch and His Wicked Charm

Praise for Candace Camp:
“A clever mystery adds intrigue to this lively and gently humorous tale, which simmers with well-handled sexual tension.”
—Library Journal on A Dangerous Man
“Those who have not discovered Camp’s Mad Morelands are in for a treat… Camp is a consummate storyteller whose well-crafted
prose and believable characterization ensure that this intriguing mystery…will utterly enchant readers.”
—RT Book Reviews on His Sinful Touch
—Bookpage on His Sinful Touch

“Alex and Sabrina are a charming pair.”

New York Times bestselling author

Gena Showalter
Gods of War Series

FROST AND FLAME (Book 2 in the series)
From Gena Showalter, the New York Times bestselling author who brought you the Lords of the Underworld
series, comes Frost and Flame, the second book in her sizzling paranormal romance series Gods of War.
Bane of Adwaeweth is the most feared immortal warrior in All War history. Possessed by a bloodthirsty beast, he will
stop at nothing to win. Then he meets irresistible Nola Lee. He hates the power she wields over him, but she alone can
rain vengeance upon his wife’s killer.
Unaware of her destiny to rule as queen of beasts, Nola battles illness, addiction and vulnerability. With Bane, however,
she experiences pleasure for the first time, and only wants more. But being with him comes with a terrible price.
On-sale: October 2019
Paranormal Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
416 pages; $8.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

With enemies lurking around every corner, Bane and Nola must fight to survive. But time is running out, and neither
can resist the sizzling attraction blazing between them. Will their romance save the beast and his beauty, or destroy
everything they’ve come to love?
Comparison Titles for Gods of War Series: Lords of the Underworld series by Gena Showalter
Gods of War Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)

• German (HarperCollins Germany)
• UK (Harper360)

Other Gods of War series titles available: Shadow and Ice
“The Gods of War is my new obsession! I love this world and these alpha males—this is Gena Showalter at her best!”
—J.R. Ward, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“Sexy paranormal romance at its hottest! The Gods of War series is my new obsession.”
—Christine Feehan, #1 New York Times bestselling author on Shadow and Ice
“A new and stunningly brilliant sexy paranormal romance series by the talented Gena Showalter. I couldn’t put it down!”
—Michelle M. Pillow, New York Times bestselling author
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HQN Books
Gena Showalter (Cont’d.)
Lords of the Underworld Series
THE DARKEST KING (Book 16 in the series)
A searing Lords of the Underworld tale by New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter featuring fanfavorite William, the story her readers have been clamoring for.
Fierce and deadly William will do anything to break the code of his book, even kidnap a group of code-breakers and
begin killing them, one by one. But from the moment he lays on this stunningly beautiful woman, he knows she’s
different from the rest.

On-sale: March 2020
Paranormal Romance
Hardcover;
384 pages; $24.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Legend has it that William is cursed—that the woman he falls in love with will kill him. And he’s avoided strong women
like the plague to protect himself. But this gorgeous code-breaker is unwilling to suffer any fools…and every bit his
equal. What if she’s the one he’s been waiting for?
As the All War rages on, pitting brother against brother in a battle for the underworld, William will do anything to win
back the birthright he once handed over to Lucifer…even risk his heart—and his life.
Comparison Titles: The Thief by J.R. Ward, Stygian by Sherrilyn Kenyon, High Voltage by Karen Marie Moning
The Darkest King Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• French (HarperCollins France)
• German (HarperCollins Germany)

• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• UK (HQ)

Other Lord of the Underworld series titles available: The Darkest Night, The Darkest Kiss, The Darkest Pleasure,
The Darkest Whisper, Into The Dark, The Darkest Passion, The Darkest Lie, The Darkest Secret, The Darkest Surrender,
The Darkest Seduction, The Darkest Craving, The Darkest Touch, The Darkest Torment, The Darkest Promise
and The Darkest Warrior
“One of the premier authors of paranormal romance. Gena Showalter delivers an utterly spellbinding story!”
—Kresley Cole, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“Showalter writes fun, sexy characters you fall in love with!”

—Lori Foster, New York Times bestselling author

“Showalter makes romance sizzle on every page!”

—Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author

“A fascinating premise, a sexy hero and nonstop action, The Darkest Night is Showalter at her finest.”
—Karen Marie Moning, #1 New York Times bestselling author
#1 New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Susan Mallery

THE FRIENDSHIP LIST
Susan Mallery’s newest hardcover is an emotional, witty, and heartfelt story about two best friends who are
determined to help one another shake things up and live life to the fullest…only to discover that possibilities
are everywhere—especially in the most unexpected of places.

On-sale: June 2020
Contemporary Romance
Hardcover
416 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Ellen and Unity have been best friends basically since birth, but they couldn’t be more different. Unity married her
childhood sweetheart just after high school and became an Army wife, moving from base to base…until her husband’s
shocking death in the line of duty leaves her a widow. Grief-stricken, it’s time for Unity to come back home to Ellen—
the only person she can trust to help her rebuild her life. But Ellen has troubles of her own. Boys never seemed to notice
Ellen…until one got her pregnant in high school and disappeared. Her son is now 17 and she’s wondering what to do
with herself now that he’s heading off to college and he’s literally her entire world.
But now that Ellen and Unity are reunited, they’re done with their stale lives. It’s time to shake things up and start
living again, knowing that they’ll always have one another to lean on. So they create a list of challenges they have to
accomplish—everything from getting a tattoo to skydiving to staying out all night. And whoever completes the most
challenges is the winner. But with new adventures and love just around the corner, there’s no such thing as losing…
Comparison Titles: Surfside Sisters by Nancy Thayer, The Friends We Keep by Jane Green,
Queen Bee by Dorothea Benton Frank
The Friendship List Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• German (HarperCollins Germany)
• Hungarian (HarperCollins Hungary)

•
•
•
•
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Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
UK (HQ)

HQN Books
Susan Mallery (Cont’d.)
Praise for Susan Mallery:
“Mallery’s latest novel is a breath of fresh air for romantics, a sweet reminder that falling in love is never how you plan it and always a
pleasant surprise.”
—Library Journal starred review on The Summer of Sunshine & Margot
“Mallery combines heat and sweet in a delicious tale destined for beach blankets… [She] skillfully weaves in tantalizing details from the
sisters’ pasts—romantic hurts, the emotional devastation of being abandoned by their mother when they were children—to make the
heart-tugging happily-ever-after all the sweeter.”
—Publishers Weekly on The Summer of Sunshine & Margot
“Bestselling romance author Mallery presents a heartwarming stand-alone novel about a family brought together under unusual
circumstances… a compelling contemporary fairy tale that culminates in a satisfyingly happy ending. Readers will snap up this escapist
summer read.”
—Booklist on When We Found Home
“[H]eartwarming…will appeal to readers who enjoy the intricacies of family drama.”

—Publishers Weekly on When We Found Home

“[A] charming tale of love unrequited, love ignited, and wild sex with naked cooking. For romance fans and admirers of fresh women’s
fiction.”
—Library Journal on Secrets of the Tulip Sisters

Happily Inc Series
MEANT TO BE YOURS (Book 5 in the series)
In Happily Inc, love means never having to say “I do”…
Wedding coordinator Renee Grothen isn’t meant for marriage. Those who can, do. Those who can’t, plan. But she never
could have planned on gorgeous, talented thriller writer Jasper Dembenski proposing—a fling, that is. Fun without a
future. And the attraction between them is too strong for Renee to resist. Now she can have her no-wedding cake…and
eat it, too.
After years in the military, Jasper is convinced he’s too damaged for relationships. So a flirtation—and more—with fiery,
determined Renee is way too good to pass up…until his flame becomes his muse.
On-sale: November 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
464 pages; $8.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Renee is an expert at averting every crisis. But is she finally ready to leap into the one thing that can never be controlled:
love?

Happily Inc Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Book Club (Bookspan)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)

•
•
•
•

Estonian (Ersen Ou Eram)
German (HarperCollins Germany)
Hungarian (HarperCollins Hungary)
Italian (HarperCollins Italia)

•
•
•
•

Large Print (Thorndike Press)
Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
UK (HQ)

Other Happily Inc series titles: You Say It First, Second Chance Girl, Why Not Tonight and Not Quite Over You
Susan Mallery’s next Happily Inc series titles will be released in October 2020 and November 2020.
“An inventive heroine who comes into her own and a caring hero who figures out what’s important give in to love in this lighthearted
romance.”
—Library Journal on You Say It First
“The romance is sweet and hot, the writing is quick and easy, and Mallery (A Million Little Things, 2017, etc.) begins to lay the
foundation for her series, building the stories of Nick’s brothers and the women in Pallas’ group of friends. In fact, the starring
relationship in the book is really between Pallas and her girlfriends. A great choice for a weekend read.”
—Kirkus Reviews on You Say It First
—Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author

“Susan Mallery never disappoints.”
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USA TODAY bestselling author

Sarah Morgan

RITA® Award
Winner!

A WEDDING IN DECEMBER
“Morgan’s gently humorous aesthetic will leave readers feeling optimistic and satisfied.”
—Publishers Weekly on A Wedding in December
This funny, charming and heartwarming new Christmas novel is USA TODAY bestselling author Sarah Morgan
at her festive best!

On-sale: October 2019
Contemporary Romance
Trade Paperback
368 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

In the snowy perfection of Aspen, the White family gathers for youngest daughter Rosie’s whirlwind Christmas wedding.
First to arrive are the bride’s parents, Maggie and Nick. Their daughter’s marriage is a milestone they are determined
to celebrate wholeheartedly, but they are hiding a huge secret about their own: they are on the brink of divorce. After
living apart for the last six months, the last thing they need is to be trapped together in an irresistibly romantic winter
wonderland.
Rosie’s older sister, Katie, is also dreading the wedding. Worried that impulsive, sweet-hearted Rosie is making a mistake,
Katie is determined to save her sister from herself! If only the irritatingly good-looking best man, Jordan, would stop
interfering with her plans…
Bride-to-be Rosie loves her fiancé but is having serious second thoughts. Except everyone has arrived—how can she tell
them she’s not sure? As the big day gets closer, and emotions run even higher, this is one White family Christmas none
of them will ever forget!

Comparison Titles: Christmas In Paris by Anita Hughes, Winter Storms by Elin Hilderbrand,
The Christmas Lights by Karen Swan
A Wedding in December Rights Sold:
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• German (HarperCollins Germany)
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
• Hungarian (HarperCollins Hungary)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• UK (HQ)
• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins Brasil)
• French (HarperCollins France)
FAMILY FOR BEGINNERS
On paper, florist Flora Donovan is living the dream. A job she loves, her own apartment and living in the most exciting
city of all—New York. But secretly, all she yearns for connection. After losing her mom at a very young age, she’s never
felt she’s quite belonged anywhere. Until she meets Jack Parker.
Jack’s teenage daughter Izzy is still reeling from the death of her own mother. Her mom was perfect—high-acheiving,
poised, and all the things Izzy knows she’ll never be. The last thing she needs is her father meeting a new woman—
especially one as determined to be nice to her as Flora. Can’t she see that the last thing Izzy wants is a substitute
mother?
When Flora accepts Jack’s invitation to accompany the Parker family on their annual summer holiday to England’s
Lakes District, tensions between Izzy and Flora hit boiling point. Flora is already halfway in love with Jack, but is their
happiness worth causing his daughter such distress? Hurting, scared and experiencing a summer romance of her own,
Izzy can’t see that what she needs desperately is a friend. As the summer unfolds, from such emotionally charged
beginnings, will these two women realize that together, their future is brighter?
Comparison Titles: Now That You Mention It by Kristin Higgins, The Greek Escape by Karen Swan,
The Friends We Keep by Jane Green
Family for Beginners Rights Sold:
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• German (HarperCollins Germany)
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
• Hungarian (HarperCollins Hungary)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• UK (HQ)
• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins Brasil)
• French (HarperCollins France)
Photo Credit: Ev Sekkides

On-sale: May 2020
Contemporary Romance
Trade Paperback
352 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Sarah Morgan’s next title will be available in October 2020.
Other trade paperback titles available: How To Keep A Secret, The Christmas Sisters and One Summer In Paris
Praise for Sarah Morgan:
“An imaginative and charming coming-of-age—and greeting-middle-age—story with a bit of a fairy-tale feel, especially given the Paris
setting… A cheerful and heartwarming look at friendship, family, love, and new beginnings.” —Kirkus Reviews on One Summer In Paris
“Celebrates the power of second chances and the naturally romantic character of Paris… This travel romance is perfect airplane
reading.”
—Publishers Weekly on One Summer In Paris
“Morgan is a masterful storyteller, and readers will be fully immersed in this realistic but magical summer in Paris. Packed full of love,
loss, heartbreak, and hope, this may just be Morgan’s best book yet.”
—Booklist on One Summer In Paris
“Emotional, riveting and uplifting. If you’ve got a sister, you’ve got to read this book!”
—Susan Mallery, #1 New York Times bestselling author on How to Keep a Secret
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Lori Foster

New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

THE SOMERSET GIRLS
A heartwarming story of two sisters that couldn’t be more different, the familial ties that bind—sometimes
a little too closely—and a brand-new love that’s just where you least expect it, perfect for fans of Jill Shalvis,
Sarah Morgan, and Wendy Wax.

Photo Credit: Mason Combs

On-sale: June 2020
Women’s Fiction
Trade Paperback
288 pages; $17.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Autumn Somerset is the “smart” sister, the one her family—including her father, who just had a stroke—leans on…
sometimes a little too heavily. Sundee is the “pretty” sister, the one with a seemingly perfect life who has experienced
more than her share of heartbreak…and deals with it on her own. This summer, as Autumn and Sundee work handin-hand to save the animal rescue property their grandparents created, they’ll see that family can be a blessing and a
curse—and sometimes both at the same time. But there’s nothing quite like the ties of sisterhood and the promise of
new love just around the corner…
Comparison Titles: The Lemon Sisters by Jill Shalvis, How To Keep A Secret by Sarah Morgan,
My Ex-Best Friend’s Wedding by Wendy Wax
The Somerset Girls Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)

•
•
•
•

Japanese (HarperCollins Japan)
Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
UK (Harper360)

Praise for Sisters of Summer’s End:
“A heartwarming and perfectly paced story…Foster dramatizes relationships romantic, platonic, and familial, all of
which are incredibly well developed and ring true. What really makes this romance shine is the friendship between
Joy and Maris as they grow from acquaintances to chosen sisters. The support and encouragement they give each
other is beautiful. A standout story of friends, lovers, and even a very cute puppy.”
—Booklist (starred review)
“A sexy, heartwarming, down-home tale… A funny and engaging addition to the series that skillfully walks the line
between romance and women’s fiction.”
—Library Journal
“Foster’s fans will savor this.”

—Publishers Weekly

Lori Foster’s next trade paperback title will be available in July 2021.

Road To Love Series
ALL FIRED UP (Book 3 in the series)
He’s tantalizing trouble she can’t resist…
Charlotte Parrish has always wanted a certain kind of man: someone responsible, settled, boring. Bad boys need not
apply. But when her car leaves her stranded and a mysterious stranger with brooding eyes and a protective streak comes
to her rescue, she can’t deny how drawn she is to him. In town searching for family he’s never met, Mitch is everything
she never thought she wanted—and suddenly everything she craves.

On-sale: December 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Finding his half brothers after all these years is more than Mitch Crews has allowed himself to wish for. Finding love never
even crossed his mind…until he meets Charlotte. She’s sweet, warmhearted, sexier than she knows—and too damn
good for an ex-con like him. But when his past comes back to haunt him, putting Charlotte—and the family he’s come to
care for—in danger, Mitch isn’t playing by the rules. He’s already surrendered his heart, but now he’ll risk his life.

Road To Love Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)

• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)

• Japanese (HarperCollins Japan)
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• UK (Harper360)

Other Road To Love series titles available: Driven To Distraction and Slow Ride
Praise for Road To Love Series:
“Count on Lori Foster for sexy, edgy romance.”

—New York Times bestselling author Jayne Ann Krentz

“No one writes alpha heroes and sexy, swoon-worthy romance like Lori Foster.”
—Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author of Lost and Found Sisters
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New York Times bestselling author

RaeAnne Thayne
Cape Sanctuary Series

THE SEA GLASS COTTAGE (Book 2 in the series)
Gardens is once again the story of three women—this time three women of three different generations—as
they try to heal the scars of the past and make peace with each other.

On-sale: April 2020
Contemporary Romance
Hardcover
384 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Olivia Harper tries to balance her own needs with those of her still young and vital mother, Juliet, as they both grapple
with raising Olivia’s young niece—and Juliet’s granddaughter—Caitlin, whose late mother was Olivia’s young, drugaddicted, and troubled sister. When Olivia comes home to help her mother recovery from injury, the secrets of the
past—and present—impact all three women as they learn that it’s never too late, or too early, to heal family wounds and
find love!
Comparison Titles: Cottage By The Sea by Debbie Macomber, Between You And Me by Susan Wiggs,
Before And Again by Barbara Delinsky
The Sea Glass Cottage Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• UK (HQ)

Other Cape Sanctuary series titles available:
The Cliff House

Praise for The Cliff House:
“Thayne is in peak form in this delightful, multiple-perspective tale of the entwined lives and loves of three women
in a Northern California seaside community… Thayne skillfully interweaves these plotlines with just the right
amount of glamour, art, and kindness to make for a warmly compelling and satisfying work of women’s fiction.”
—Booklist Starred Review
“…the heart of this sweet contemporary story is in the women’s relationships with each other, and it will suit
readers on both sides of the blurry romance/women’s fiction divide.”
—Publisher’s Weekly on The Cliff House
“RaeAnne Thayne gets better with every book. The Cliff House is an absorbing, romantic, and deeply moving story
about taking chances and being brave in both life and love—I didn’t want it to end!”
—#1 New York Times Bestselling Author, Robyn Carr

Haven Point Series
COMING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS (Book 10 in the series)
Hearts are lighter and wishes burn a little brighter at Christmas…
Elizabeth Hamilton has been lost. Trapped in a tangle of postpartum depression and grief after the death of her beloved
parents, she couldn’t quite see the way back to her husband and their two beautiful kids…until a car accident stole
away her memories and changed her life. And when she finally remembered the sound of little Cassie’s laugh, the baby
powder smell of Bridger and the feel of her husband’s hand in hers, Elizabeth worried that they’d moved on without her.
That she’d missed too much. That perhaps she wasn’t the right mother for her kids or wife for Luke, no matter how much
she loved them.
On-sale: October 2019
Contemporary Romance
Trade Paperback
336 pages; $16.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

But now, seven years later, Luke finds her in a nearby town and brings Elizabeth back home to the family she loves,
just in time for Christmas. And being reunited with Luke and her children is better than anything Elizabeth could have
imagined. As they all trim the tree and bake cookies, making new holiday memories, Elizabeth and Luke are drawn ever
closer. Can the hurt of the past seven years be healed over the course of one Christmas season and bring the Hamiltons
the gift of a new beginning?
Comparison Titles: Christmas Comes To Cedar Cove by Debbie Macomber, The Christmas Sisters by Sarah Morgan,
Alaskan Holiday by Debbie Macomber
Coming Home For Christmas Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)

• Swedish (HarperCollins Nordic)
• UK (HQ)

Other Haven Point series titles available: Snow Angel Cove, Redemption Bay, Evergreen Springs, Riverbend Road,
Snowfall On Haven Point, Serenity Harbor, Sugar Pine Trail, The Cottages On Silver Beach and Season Of Wonder
The next book in the Haven Point series, Summer at Lake Haven, will be published in July 2020.
Praise for RaeAnne Thayne:
“Entertaining, heart-wrenching, and totally involving, this multithreaded story overflows with characters readers will adore.”
—Library Journal on Evergreen Springs (starred review)
“This holiday-steeped romance overflows with family and wintry small-town appeal.”

—Library Journal on Snowfall on Haven Point

“I’ve been following RaeAnne Thayne for some time now, and have watched her readership grow with each title. She’s a rising star in
the romance world. Her books are wonderfully romantic, feel-good reads that end with me sighing over the last pages.”
—#1 New York Times bestselling author Debbie Macomber
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Cara Bastone
Forever Brooklyn Series

H
DEBUT
AUTHOR

JUST A HEARTBEAT AWAY (Book 1 in the series)
Some people change your life. Others change your heart.

Newly widowed dad Sebastian Dorner was unraveling at the edges—until his son’s teacher, Via DeRosa, threw him
a lifeline. Now two years later, they reconnect at Matty’s new school, and an inconvenient but unmistakable jolt of
attraction crackles between them. But why does the first person to spark with Sebastian in years have to be a millennial?
Is twentysomething Via really too young for him or does fortysomething Sebastian just feel too damn old?

On-sale: July 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

A former foster kid, Via’s finally forged the stable life she’s always dreamed of—new job, steady income, no drama.
The last thing she needs are rumors about her and a single dad at school. But why does she keep being drawn into his
capable, worn-flannel orbit? And why does being around Sebastian, Matty and even their dog, Crabby, seem to spark so
much want?
They’re trying to ignore the tension threatening their friendship. But sometimes what’ll heal you is just a touch—and a
heartbeat—away…
Comparison Titles: Playing For Keeps by Jill Shalvis; Undone by Kelly Rimmer
Just a Heartbeat Away Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

The second and third book in the Forever Brooklyn series will be released in September 2020 and September 2021.
—Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author

“An utterly satisfying and delicious read. One for the keeper shelf!”

“Emotionally intense and real, Just A Heartbeat Away touches the soft place in your soul. Cara Bastone’s debut novel will warm you
from the inside out and stay with you long after you finish the book.”
—Christie Craig, New York Times bestselling author

USA TODAY bestselling author

Toni Blake
Summer Island Series

THE GIVING HEART (Book 2 in the series)
Spend a white Christmas on Summer Island, where the fires are warm and the romance is hotter
Lila Sloan is house-sitting for her sister, Meg, who owns an inn on Summer Island—it seemed like the perfect getaway.
Now Lila wonders why she ever thought spending Christmas alone on an isolated island was a good idea. To make
matters worse, local real estate developer Beck Grainger is trying to cut down the beautiful trees that line Meg’s
property. Lila can’t let this happen; Meg will never forgive her.

On-sale: November 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Beck can understand Lila’s anger—sort of. The trees are on the neighboring property, not Meg’s, and the land was
zoned for residential use months ago. His plans were no secret. He dislikes being at odds with his friend’s sister, though,
especially because Lila is appealing in every way: loyal, quick-witted and completely stunning.
Lila hates that she’s so attracted to Beck, who seems like a genuinely good man, despite his tree-murdering tendencies.
And their chemistry is off the charts. She just wishes he’d let this development go. As Summer Island counts down to a
snowy Christmas, Lila and Beck will have to strike a compromise that seems impossible for them both—or risk losing
the best thing either of them has ever had.

Praise for Toni Blake:
“Toni Blake’s romances are so delicious, so intoxicating and addictive, a good night’s sleep isn’t even an option… No one does it like
Toni Blake.”
—New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr
—Carly Phillips, New York Times bestselling author

“Sexy and emotional.”

—Jennifer Crusie, New York Times bestselling author

“Toni Blake writes wonderful books!”
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Toni Blake (Cont’d.)
Summer Island Series (Cont’d.)
THE LOVE WE KEEP (Book 3 in the series)
Suzanne Quinlan has been through a lot lately, so nothing sounds better than a peaceful winter in her cozy cottage on
Summer Island. The last thing she wants is a massive lifestyle adjustment—especially when it comes in the form of an
injured Zack Sheppard, who is sullen, angry and completely dependent on her.
Zack values his independence above all else. But when he falls down his icy steps, he finds himself with a serious leg
injury and in need of round-the-clock care. The only person available to help is his ex’s best friend, Suzanne. It doesn’t
hurt that Suzanne is far more attractive than he ever realized, but he’s never been one to settle, and he sure isn’t going
to start now.
On-sale: February 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

As Suzanne and Zack grow closer, they both realize they’re in this thing more deeply than they ever thought, and
it’s started to cause tension in their small, close-knit community, too. Will Zack be able to commit this time, and will
Suzanne be able to trust him? One thing is certain: come spring, the lives and loves of Summer Island will never be the
same.

Summer Island Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• UK (Harper360)
Other Summer Island series titles available: The One Who Stays
Praise for Toni Blake:
“[T]he pervasive Christmas atmosphere is sure to put readers in the holiday spirit.”

—Publishers Weekly on The Giving Heart

—Elizabeth Bevarly, New York Times bestselling author

“Toni Blake writes the kind of book I want to read!”

—Stella Cameron, New York Times bestselling author

“Toni Blake writes powerfully erotic stories.”

Michelle Major
The Magnolia Sisters Series
THE MAGNOLIA SISTERS (Book 1 in the series)
“Major’s latest is a fake fiancé/second-chance romance full of booby traps, regrets, mistakes, and revelations. There
is a mystery or two thrown in for fun, and the story is delivered via snappy and lively dialogue. The tenacious roughedged heroine and sensitive misfit hero are both emotionally scarred by their dysfunctional pasts. Watching this duo
find their HEA is fantastic.”
—RT Book Reviews
An inheritance brought her to Magnolia, but love just might keep her there…

On-sale: April 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
336 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Avery Keller arrives in Magnolia, North Carolina, with one aim: collect her inheritance and quickly put the quirky town
in her rearview mirror. But the father who didn’t acknowledge her when he was alive has left Avery a mess to sort
through—along with two half sisters she’s never met and a gorgeous single dad living next door. Soon her plan to keep
this colorful, close-knit community at a distance gets complicated…
Grayson Atwell has rescued plenty of people in his firefighting career. His work and his little girl, Violet, are his entire
world and there’s no time for anything—or anyone—else. But the vulnerability beneath Avery’s prickly facade brings
out a fiercely protective side of him. Despite her protests, Gray can see that Avery’s falling under Magnolia’s spell—just
like he’s falling for her. Now the only question is: How can he convince her to give them both a chance at forever?
The next title in The Magnolia Sisters series will be available in October 2020.
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Michelle Major (Cont’d.)
The Magnolia Sisters Series (Cont’d.)
A MAGNOLIA REUNION (Prequel Novella)
What would you do if you were face-to-face with the one who got away?
It’s been years since Jennie Copley left Magnolia, NC—and her dreams of happily-ever-after—in the rearview mirror.
But when her beloved nana turns ninety, she forces herself to come home for the birthday party…and runs into Lucas
Michaels, the boy who broke her heart all those years ago. She’d hoped to never see him again, but life—and Nana—
has other plans…
Lucas is still in love with Jennie—time and distance could never change that. When she left for college, Lucas knew she
had big dreams and he didn’t want to stand in her way. Now, forced together to plan Nana’s party, he can’t get her off
his mind. Jennie is only in town a little while. Can he convince her to give him one more chance?
On-sale: December 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
368 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Comparison Titles for The Magnolia Sisters Series: Slow Dancing at Sunrise by Jo McNally
The Magnolia Sisters Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Jo McNally
Rendezvous Falls Series
BAREFOOT ON A STARLIT NIGHT
(Book 3 in the series)
With a little luck and a lot of love, this fake
engagement just might become the real
deal…

STEALING KISSES IN THE SNOW
(Book 2 in the series)
It’s Christmas in Rendezvous Falls and
love’s waiting to be unwrapped…

On-sale: November 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Single mom Piper Montgomery’s plate is full.
Between her two adorable kids, two jobs and a
fixer-upper house, she’s so busy she can hardly
see straight. But when rugged biker Logan
Taggert strolls into the inn where she’s working,
she can’t help but stare. He has bad boy written
all over him. And with two kids relying on her,
that’s the last thing she needs this Christmas.
Rendezvous Falls is nothing but a pit stop for
Logan. Once his grandmother is back on her

feet and ready to reclaim the inn, Logan can get back on the road.
It’s where he belongs, even if his grandmother’s matchmaking book
club try to convince him otherwise. Still, there’s something about
beautiful spitfire Piper that makes him wonder if family and forever
might just be what he needs after all.
But as the holidays draw ever closer, so do Piper and Logan. Could
these polar opposites find that all they want this Christmas is each
other?

On-sale: June 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Bridget McKinnon has her hands full. Her
beloved grandmother is ill and needs her help,
the family business is resting on her weary
shoulders, and money is tight—forcing her to
find a tenant for the apartment in her house.
But when a tall dark-haired stranger with a
delicious Irish accent appears, asking about the
apartment, she wonders if her luck is finally
turning. Little does she know, her whole life is
about to change…

Finn O’Hearn needs a fresh start and Rendezvous Falls seems like
the perfect place for a new beginning. Recently hired as a professor
at the local college, he’ll do anything to prove himself at work…
even convince his beautiful new landlord to be his pretend fiancée
so his boss is happy. He knows she only agreed to the plan to
please her ailing grandmother, but he can’t get her—or her warm,
boisterous family—out of his head or his heart. But as he and
Bridget spend more time together, they’re both surprised when what
started as make-believe soon feels all too real.

Comparison Titles: About That Kiss by Jill Shalvis, You Say It First by Susan Mallery
Rendezvous Falls Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)

• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
• UK (Harper360)

Other Rendezvous Falls series titles available: Slow Dancing At Sunrise
“The witty elderly members of a local book club steal the show, and readers will anticipate their antics.”
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—Publishers Weekly
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H

Mona Shroff

THEN, NOW, ALWAYS
When Sam Hutcherson finds out that Maya had his child fifteen years ago—without telling him—
he begins to question everything about his life. He was finally living the dream: a congressional
bid in his sights, engaged to a smart woman—not to mention the big break in his case at the firm.
Or so he thought. Being a father brings out long suppressed dreams he had once nurtured, forcing
Sam to face his feelings for Maya as well.

On-sale: February 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

DEBUT
AUTHOR

Gourmet coffee shop owner Maya Rao never intended on telling Sam he was a father. Certainly not fifteen years after
the fact. But Maya is desperate. Their daughter, Samantha, is being wrongly accused of drug possession as well as
assault—again. Maya can’t allow her daughter to serve jail time, so the charges must be wiped clean. The only person
in a position to help her out is Sam. Her conservative Indian mother would not approve of Maya approaching him. But
Maya’s real problem is what to do now that he knows. And with Sam suddenly back in her life, old sparks are turning
into renewed flame…
Comparison Titles: Slow Dancing At Sunrise by Jo McNally, Unexpected by Kelly Rimmer,
Sunkissed Days by Samantha Chase
Then, Now, Always Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

“Mona Shroff weaves a sweet and heartwarming romance of forgiveness and second chances, and the lies we tell in the name of love.
Sam and Maya are utterly unforgettable.”
—Falguni Kothari, author of The Object of Your Affections
“This was the kind of story that lives and breathes with you…the kind where the characters stick with you long after you’re done. The
fact they looked like me made it all the more real.”
—Shaila Patel, author of Soulmated

Jennifer Snow
Alaska Search-and-Rescue Series
AN ALASKAN CHRISTMAS (Book 1 in the series)
In Alaska, it’s always a white Christmas—but the sparks flying between two reunited friends could turn it redhot…
If there’s one gift Erika Sheraton does not want for Christmas, it’s a vacation. Ordered to take time off, the workaholic
surgeon reluctantly trades in her scrubs for a ski suit and heads to Wild River, Alaska. Her friend Cassie owns a tour
company that offers adventures to fit every visitor. But nothing compares to the adrenaline rush Erika feels on being
reunited with Cassie’s brother, Reed Reynolds.

On-sale: October 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Gone is the buttoned-up girl Reed remembers. His sister’s best friend has blossomed into a strong, skilled, confident
woman. She’s exactly what his search-and-rescue team needs—and everything he didn’t know he craved. The gulf
between his life in Wild River and her big-city career is wide. But it’s no match for a desire powerful enough to melt
two stubborn hearts…
Comparison Titles: Mistletoe Miracles by Jodi Thomas; Alaska Nights by Debbie Macomber
An Alaskan Christmas Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• UK (Harper360)

The next book in the Alaska Search-and-Rescue series, Under an Alaskan Sky, will be available in May 2020.
The third book in this series will be released in November 2020.
“Heartwarming, romantic, and utterly enjoyable.”

—New York Times bestselling author Melissa Foster on An Alaskan Christmas

“An exciting contemporary series debut with a wildly unique Alaskan setting.”

—Kirkus Reviews on An Alaskan Christmas

“This entertaining introduction to Wild River will encourage fans of small-town contemporaries to follow the series.”
—Publishers Weekly on An Alaskan Christmas
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Synithia Williams
Forbidden Promises Series
FORBIDDEN PROMISES (Book 1 in the series)
Violinist India Robidoux only plans to return to home for a brief visit after touring. She doesn’t want to get swept up in
the whirlwind of drama that tends to be a day-to-day part of her family’s successful tobacco empire. But she’s sucked
into her brother’s high-profile political campaign, and worse, she’s recruited to work with her older sister’s ex-husband.
A big problem considering she’s still in love with him.

On-sale: March 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
352 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Travis Strickland is the most successful defense attorney in Eastern North Carolina, and he owes it all to the Robidoux
family. India’s father gave him a job when Travis was ready to turn to the streets for money, then paid his way through
college. He’d do anything for Mr. Robidoux, including marrying the sister Mr. Robidoux chose for him instead of the one
he wanted. Now India’s back in town and even though he knows he should keep away, one smoldering kiss turns into a
secret affair neither wants to stop. But family loyalties and desperate enemies threaten to keep them apart.
Comparison Titles: Just What I Needed by Lorelei James; Ride Hard by Laura Kaye;
An Indecent Proposal by Katee Robert; The Marriage Trap by Jennifer Probst
Forbidden Promises Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)

Synithia Williams’s next title will be available in September 2020 and March 2021.

New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Brenda Jackson
Catalina Cove Series

FINDING HOME AGAIN (Book 3 in the series)
First love. Second chances. In Catalina Cove, anything can happen…
Ten years ago, Kaegan Chambray went to his sweetheart Bryce Witherspoon’s with an engagement ring in his pocket…
and had his dreams shattered. Now he’s returned to Catalina Cove to run the family seafood shipping business and make
his home. But no place has ever felt like home since losing Bryce.
Bryce Witherspoon’s heart still races every time she sees Kaegan, no matter how much she tells it not to. He broke her
heart when he walked away all those years ago. But when the lie that tore them apart is revealed, Kaegan is determined
to make up for lost time.
On-sale: November 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Soon Kaegan is surprising her with a sweet and sexy courtship, and she’s reminded of the man she once knew and is
getting a glimpse of the man he’s become. Bryce swore never to forgive him, but beneath the hurt runs the one thing
Bryce fears the most: that irresistible, oh-so-familiar jolt of attraction. She thought she’d buried that part of herself, but
maybe, just maybe, it’s possible to have the future they once imagined—if only they give love a second chance.

Catalina Cove Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)
• UK (Harper360)
Other Catalina Cove series titles available: Love In Catalina Cove and Forget Me Not
The next Catalina Cove book will be available in October 2020.
Praise for Brenda Jackson:
“Jackson’s deft plotting and effective red herrings keep the suspense high as her multidimensional characters command the reader’s
attention…The only flaw of this first-rate, satisfying sexy tale is that it ends.” —Publishers Weekly on Forged in Desire (starred review)
—Publishers Weekly on Sensual Confessions

“Jackson is a master at writing.”

“This deliciously sensual romance ramps up the emotional stakes and the action… [S]exy and sizzling.”
—Library Journal on Intimate Seduction
“Welcome to another memorable family tree created by the indomitable Brenda Jackson, a romantic at heart.”
—USA TODAY on A Brother’s Honor
“[Jackson] proves once again that she rocks when it comes to crafting family drama with a healthy dose of humor and steamy, sweaty
sex. Here’s another winner.”
—RT Book Reviews on A Brother’s Honor, 4½ stars, Top Pick
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Marie Force

New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Fatal Series

FATAL ACCUSATION (Book 15 in the series)
A deadly serious affair…
The story breaks as Metro PD lieutenant Sam Holland attends a dinner party with her husband, Vice President Nick
Cappuano: President Nelson is accused of having an affair. More shocking still, campaign staffer Tara Weber claims the
president fathered her newborn son—while the First Lady was undergoing secret cancer treatment.

On-sale: January 2020
Romantic Suspense
Mass-Market Paperback
400 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

When a high-profile murder case hits Sam’s desk, she’s shocked to uncover a connection to the presidential scandal.
With the department caught up in its own internal scandals, and the chief’s job hanging by a thread, Sam questions who
she can trust as her team uncovers information that clouds an already-murky case. And with calls for the president to
resign getting louder by the minute, Sam needs to close this case before she finds herself living at 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue…
Fatal Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• German (HarperCollins Germany)

The next book in the Fatal Series, Fatal Vengeance, will be available in September 2020.
Other Fatal Series titles: Fatal Affair, Fatal Justice, Fatal Consequences/Fatal Destiny, Fatal Flaw, Fatal Deception,
Fatal Mistake, Fatal Jeopardy, Fatal Scandal, Fatal Frenzy, Fatal Identity, Fatal Threat, Fatal Chaos, Fatal Invasion
and Fatal Reckoning
Praise for the Fatal series:
“Fans of Scandal and House of Cards will love the Fatal Series.”

—New York Times bestselling author Cindy Gerard

“Sizzle, mystery and suspense…Fatal Affair has it all! Nick and Sam are a perfect pair and Marie Force is definitely an author to watch!”
—RT Book Reviews 4.5 Stars for Fatal Affair

Lee Tobin McClain
Safe Haven Series
LOW COUNTRY CHRISTMAS (Book 3 in the series)
Come home to Safe Haven, where the best Christmas surprises aren’t the ones under the tree.
Holly Gibson has one wish this Christmas season: to find her young niece’s father. And she’s traveled hundreds of miles
to the small town of Safe Haven to make that wish come true. But from the moment Holly lays eyes on the mysterious
Cash O’Dwyer, he’s nothing like she expected. Strong and kind, he makes her heart beat faster. And suddenly that little
secret she’s keeping about her sister stirs up all kinds of guilt…

On-sale: October 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
368 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Cash is stunned—and more than a little wary—to discover he’s a father. Having a family of his own was never part
of his plan…until sweet baby Penny and her fiercely independent aunt Holly arrive in town. Now he’s finding himself
trimming trees and stuffing stockings for three. But Cash can’t shake the ghosts of his own past this holiday season,
forcing him to choose between the safe life he loved…and the new family he can’t live without.
Comparison Titles: Mistletoe Miracles by Jodi Thomas
Safe Haven Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• UK (Harper360)
Other Safe Haven series titles: Low Country Hero and Low Country Dreams

“Enthralling…This enjoyable contemporary romance will appeal to readers looking for twinges of suspense before happily ever after.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Fans of Debbie Macomber will appreciate this start to a new series by McClain that blends sweet, small-town romance with such
serious issues as domestic abuse.”
—Booklist on Low Country Hero
“Low Country Hero has everything I look for in a book—it’s emotional, tender, and an all-around wonderful story.”
—RaeAnne Thayne, New York Times bestselling author
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New York Times bestselling author

Jodi Thomas
Ransom Canyon Series

CHRISTMAS IN WINTER VALLEY (Book 8 in the series)
Ransom Canyon welcomes you back for a Christmas that has everything you’re looking for: romance, family
and a whole lot of Texas.
Cooper Holloway would take nature over people any day—especially visiting relatives. That’s why he’s headed for
a rustic cabin in remote Winter Valley, where he’ll care for a herd of wild mustangs. But Cooper’s plans are quickly
thwarted by the arrival of two unexpected guests: one, a stranger in desperate need of his help, and the other, a very
attractive young veterinarian.

On-sale: October 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
368 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Elliott is busy trying to keep Maverick Ranch running smoothly with Cooper gone, which is no easy task with family
visiting. And when a long-lost love suddenly reappears in his life, Elliott knows he’ll have more than just books to
balance this season.
With a big, chaotic family Christmas around the corner and love blooming in surprising ways, the Holloway men will
have to make big choices about the future—just in time for the holidays.
Christmas in Winter Valley Rights Sold:
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• UK (Harper360)

Other Ransom Canyon series titles available: Ransom Canyon, Rustler’s Moon, Lone Heart Pass, Sunrise Crossing,
Wild Horse Springs, Indigo Lake and Mistletoe Miracles
Praise for New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas:
“Highly recommended.”

—Library Journal, starred review, on Sunrise Crossing

“This tale will grab readers, who will fall in love with the main characters and be just as enamored of the others.”
—Library Journal, starred review, on Lone Heart Pass
“Another winner… Tension rides high, mixed with humor and kisses more passionate than most full-on love scenes. Fans will be
delighted.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“[Sunrise Crossing] will warm any reader’s heart.”

—Publishers Weekly, A Best Book of 2016

“Western romance legend Thomas’s Ransom Canyon will warm readers with its huge heart and gentle souls.”
“Compelling and beautifully written.”
New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

—Library Journal

—Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author on Ransom Canyon

B.J. Daniels
Montana Justice Series

RESTLESS HEARTS (Book 1 in the series)
Rebels and redemption.
He’s fighting for a second chance with his first love…before it’s too late.
The last time PI Blaze McClintock was on her family’s ranch, she left in handcuffs. She vowed then to never go home
again…until her estranged father is accused of murder. He’s not a good man—this entire Montana town knows that. But
Blaze believes her father is innocent and she’ll do anything to prove it, even ask the one man who broke her heart for
help—the only man in town who’s on her side.

On-sale: December 2019
Romantic Suspense
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

No matter how hard he tried, Jake Horn could never forget Blaze. As teenagers, their passion ignited, leaving destruction
in their wake. Now, years later, it’s obvious little has changed. But as they work together to unravel what really
happened that night, a dangerous secret threatens to separate them for good. This time, though, Jake won’t let Blaze go
without a fight—even if it means risking his own life.
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B.J. Daniels (Cont’d.)
Montana Justice Series (Cont’d.)
HEARTBREAKER (Book 2 in the series)
Don’t miss Heartbreaker, the next suspenseful book in New York Times bestselling author B.J. Daniels’s Montana Justice
series, about an ex-military cowboy on a mission to rescue an heiress and a woman who isn’t who she pretends to be.
Available from HQN Books March 24, 2020.

On-sale: April 2020
Romantic Suspense
Mass-Market Paperback
352 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Montana Justice Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Book Club (Bookspan)
• UK (Harper360)
The third book in the Montana Justice series, Heart Of Gold, will be available in September 2020.

Other B.J. Daniels series available: The Montana Cahills, The Montana Hamiltons, Beartooth, Montana and
Sterling Montana
Praise for B.J. Daniels:
“Super read by an excellent writer. Recommended!”
—#1 New York Times bestselling author Linda Lael Miller on Renegade’s Pride
“The heartwarming romance gets wrapped up here, but the book ends with a cliffhanger that is sure to have fans anxious for the next
title in the series.”
—Library Journal on Lucky Shot
“Forget slow-simmering romance: the multiple story lines weaving in and out of Big Timber, Montana, mean the second Montana
Hamiltons contemporary…is always at a rolling boil.”
—Publishers Weekly on Lone Rider

Patricia Davids

USA TODAY bestselling author

The Amish of Cedar Grove Series

On-sale: December 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

THE HOPE (Book 2 in the series)
He thought he’d never settle down…until
he found home.

THE PROMISE (Book 3 in the series)
Sometimes love is where you least expect
it…

Amish widow Ruth Mast wants nothing to do
with the handsome man from her past who
just returned to Cedar Grove. Ruth learned the
hard way that Owen Mast’s restlessness always
causes trouble. But when a little Amish girl
appears on Owen’s porch, lost and afraid, Ruth
has no choice but to help the man who only
ever causes heartbreak…

Sarah Yoder has always dreamed of having
a family of her own. But with no eligible
prospects, she’s beginning to worry—until the
Rabor brothers return to Cedar Grove. Sarah
and Isaac Rabor walked out together the
summer they were sixteen, so perhaps he’s the
answer to her prayers. The only trouble is that
she can’t seem to catch his eye. If only she had
a little help…

All Owen wanted was to make amends with
Ruth and her family. He never imagined
that little girl Grace—or the strange mystery
surrounding her—would bring him closer
to Ruth. Or that a tender and unexpected
attraction would quickly take hold of them both.
But even a wandering heart can grow roots…
when there is hope for love.

On-sale: June 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

The Hope and The Promise Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• UK (Harper360)

Levi Rabor has no interest in marriage. When
his mother reveals her plans to deed the family
farm to the first son who marries, Levi has
a plan to ensure that it isn’t him: a pretend
courtship with Sarah to nudge his competitive
brother in her direction. Once Isaac is married,
Levi can leave town to train racehorses—just as
he wanted. So why does Sarah—with her vision
of a peaceful, happy life on the land—make his
heart gallop? Perhaps the answer lies in how
sweetly surprising love can be.

Comparison Titles for The Amish of Cedar Grove Series: The Proving by Beverly Lewis
Other The Amish of Cedar Grove series titles: The Wish
The Wish Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Large Print (Thorndike)
• UK (Harper360)
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USA TODAY bestselling author

Delores Fossen
A Coldwater Texas Novel

A COLDWATER CHRISTMAS (Book 4 in the series)
Sometimes a little Christmas magic can rekindle the most unexpected romances…
Sheriff Kace Laramie and his brothers found long-awaited happiness when they moved to Coldwater, Texas, as foster
children. But the feel-good story has one bittersweet twist—his brief marriage to local rich girl Jana Parker. When
that blew up, Kace vowed never to marry again and has kept Jana mostly off his mind…until she comes back to town,
needing his help.

On-sale: October 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Recently divorced for a second time, Jana just wants to create a good life for her young daughter—and keep her mother
from marrying Kace’s gold-digging father. Asking him for help may be wrong given their history. But as the stakes—and
their chemistry—make the Christmas season sizzle, Jana knows how much more wrong it would be to let a love this
magical slip away again…
A Coldwater Texas Novel series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Insatiable Press/MMB Media)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• UK (Harper360)

Other Coldwater Texas Novel titles: Lone Star Christmas, Hot Texas Sunrise and Sweet Summer Sunset
“Resplendent with quirky characters, buried secrets, and Christmas joy, the plot delivers just the right amount of emotional punch and
happily ever after.”
—Publisher’s Weekly on Lone Star Christmas

Lone Star Ridge Novel
TANGLED UP IN TEXAS (Book 1 in the series)
Their past never faded—and neither did their passion.

On-sale: March 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Between running his family ranch and dealing with far too many needy relatives, Shaw Jameson doesn’t have time
for more trouble. But when his first love, former-child-star-turned-businesswoman Sunny Dalton, returns to Lone Star
Ridge, Shaw senses things are about to get a whole lot more interesting. Shaw isn’t prepared for the memories that come
flooding back now…or the reignited spark between them that turns into a raging inferno. Still, this gorgeous cowboy
will do everything he can not to get burned a second time. Because Sunny never promised this visit was permanent and
Shaw has no intention of giving up the land he loves. Letting Sunny go again is certain to leave a Texas-sized mark on
his soul—and a permanent wall around his heart. Unless he can prove their small town holds the promise of the future
they both always imagined.

CHASING TROUBLE IN TEXAS (Book 2 in the series)
They’ve got each other—and a whole lot of trouble.
Austin Jameson’s life is complicated enough. With twin girls he adores and a ranch he’s dedicated to, the widower and
cowboy is more than busy. But when his former flame arrives in his hometown, his world is thrown off balance.
Former child star McCall Dalton wants to run away—from her image and the scandal that engulfs her. Brokenhearted
and humiliated, she’s come back home to Texas to escape.

On-sale: June 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Austin doesn’t find peace and McCall doesn’t get refuge—instead they rediscover every delicious inch of one
another. Before long, their budding romance must face a custody battle with Austin’s in-laws and yet another scandal.
Determined not to let each other go a second time, they set out to prove that it’s true what they say: love really does
conquer all.
Lone Star Ridge Series Rights Sold:
• All Rights Available

Praise for Delores Fossen:
“Clear off space on your keeper shelf, Fossen has arrived.”

—New York Times bestselling author Lori Wilde

“The perfect blend of sexy cowboys, humor and romance will rein you in from the first line.”
—New York Times bestselling author B.J. Daniels
“From the shocking opening paragraph on, Fossen’s tale just keeps getting better.” —RT Book Reviews on Sawyer, 4½ stars, Top Pick
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New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Linda Lael Miller
Painted Pony Creek Series

COUNTRY STRONG (Book 1 in the series)
Ever since she was a teenager living in difficult circumstances, Shallie wanted Cord—but then she abruptly
left the small Montana town of Painted Pony Creek, without telling anyone why or where she went. Now she’s
back and the old feelings are stronger than ever…and so are her impressions of the woman who betrayed him
years ago. But Shallie’s not the only one who returns from the past.
Look for Country Strong, the first book in a brand new western romance trilogy from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Linda Lael Miller!

On-sale: February 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback;
384 pages; $8.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Years ago, Cord Hollister thought he was in love with a beautiful, wild young woman named Reba. But he’s—and his
two best friends—were betrayed when they discovered that Reba was having affairs with all of them. They all broke
it off and she disappeared. They healed their friendships but now, years later, Carly, a girl who is Reba’s spitting image,
comes to Painted Pony Creek, Montana, looking for her father, who’s one of them, she claims.
As Cord and his friends try to unravel the truth of who Carly’s father really is and come to terms with the time they’ve
lost with her, someone else from Cord’s past blows into town. Shallie Fletcher is even lovelier than Cord remembered
but the last time they saw each other, he hurt her feelings. Now she back in Painted Pony Creek because she needs his
help in learning how to train horses. The last thing he needs is another complication in his life though so he’ll give her
two weeks max and then he’ll send her on her way. But he never expected to be as drawn to her as he is…
Just the sight of Cord Hollister makes Shallie’s heart beat faster. Time has clearly changed him for the better. She’s back
in town for one reason only to learn from Cord, the horse whisperer, himself—at least that’s what she tells herself. But
from the moment she sees him, she knows that isn’t true. She still wants him now as much as she did all those years ago.
But can he ever feel the same about her?
Country Strong Rights Sold:
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• German (HarperCollins Germany)

Other series available by Linda Lael Miller: Big Sky, The Brides of Bliss County and The Carsons of Mustang Creek
Look for Linda Lael Miller’s next title, published in November 2020.
“[A] marvelous contemporary western trilogy launch…fraught with amazing chemistry.”
—Publishers Weekly on Once a Rancher (starred review)
“Linda Lael Miller creates vibrant characters and stories I defy you to forget.”
—#1 New York Times bestselling author Debbie Macomber
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New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Diana Palmer
Wyoming Men Series

WYOMING HEART (Book 9 in the series)
True love is in store for one gruff cowboy in New York Times bestselling author Diana Palmer’s new Wyoming
Men romance.
Cort Grier is no ordinary rancher. Despite his vast wealth, he still works the land with his own bare hands, unlike his
troublesome new neighbor, Ophelia Dresden. Fiery, beautiful Ophelia infuriates and entrances Cort, awakening feelings
he’d thought long buried. But he knows falling for a city girl can lead only to heartbreak…

On-sale: November 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $8.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Bestselling author Ophelia hardly expects to meet a man like the ones in her novels. But roguishly handsome Cort is an
alpha hero through and through, from his stubborn streak to the fierce way this rugged cowboy protects his heart. When
one sizzling kiss leads to another, can Ophelia convince Cort to open his world to her—now and forever?
Wyoming Heart Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Book Club (Bookspan)
• Japanese (HarperCollins Japan)
• Large Print (Thorndike Press)

•
•
•
•

Polish (HarperCollins Polska)
Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins Brasil)
Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
UK (HQ)

Other Wyoming Men series titles: Wyoming Strong, Wyoming Rugged, Wyoming Brave, Wyoming Winter
and Wyoming Legend
—Publishers Weekly

“Palmer…is the queen of desperado quests for justice and true love.”

“Palmer is back with a flirtatious and fun installment of the Wyoming Men series. Wyoming Winter is a sizzling tale of passion and love
that will leave readers with anticipation.”
—RT Book Reviews

Long, Tall Texans Series
NOTORIOUS (Book 51 in the series)
Dubbed the Queen of Western Romance, New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Diana Palmer
writes about passion & heartache, revenge and justice all set within a small-town community. Notorious is
connected to her enormously popular Long, Tall Texans contemporary romance series.
Eager to distance her life from litigious family members who are after her inheritance, Texas heiress Gaby Dupont leaves
her hometown with a new identity and finds a job working for powerful Chicago lawyer Jake Chandler. When sparks
fly between them, Jake tries to keep the younger Gaby at arm’s length, but when her powerful relatives track her down,
ultimately it will be up to Jake to protect Gaby—and risk his heart, his reputation, and even his life in the process.
On-sale: July 2020
Contemporary Romance
Hardcover;
384 pages; $26.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Comparison Titles: The Yankee Widow by Linda Lael Miller, Country by Danielle Steel,
Come Sundown by Nora Roberts
Notorious Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Japanese (HarperCollins Japan)
• Polish (HarperCollins Polska)

• Portuguese – Brazil (HarperCollins Brasil)
• Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)
• UK (HQ)

“Readers will be moved by this tale of revenge and justice, grief and healing.”
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—Booklist on Dangerous
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New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author

Maisey Yates
A Gold Valley Novel

COWBOY CHRISTMAS REDEMPTION (Book 8 in the series)
As snowflakes fall in Gold Valley, Oregon, will this rugged cowboy finally win the woman of his dreams?
Cowboy Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. Caleb’s head knows Ellie will always be strictly offlimits as his best friend’s widow. If only his heart got the memo… Spending time with Ellie and her tiny daughter, Amelia,
is pure, irresistible torture. So when Caleb discovers that Ellie has a Christmas wish list—and wants a kiss under the
mistletoe—all bets are off. If anyone’s going to be kissing Ellie, it’s him.

On-sale: October 2019
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
352 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Ellie has dreaded the holidays since losing her husband. But this year, she’s finally ready to make some changes. She
never expects the biggest change to be the heart-stopping kiss she shares with Caleb. For almost five years, Caleb has
been her best friend, her rock, her salvation. This Christmas, can Caleb prove he’s also the missing puzzle piece of
Ellie’s and Amelia’s hearts?
A Gold Valley Novel Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Dutch (HarperCollins Holland)
• UK (Harper360)

Other Gold Valley Novel titles: Smooth-Talking Cowboy, Untamed Cowboy, Good Time Cowboy,
A Tall, Dark Cowboy Christmas, Unbroken Cowboy, Cowboy To The Core and Lone Wolf Cowboy
“Yates’ new Gold Valley series begins with a sassy, romantic and sexy story about two characters whose chemistry is off the charts.”
—RT Book Reviews on Smooth-Talking Cowboy (Top Pick)
“This charming and very sensual contemporary is a must for fans of passion that, in Ellie’s words, is almost “too sharp and too bright” to
bear.”
—Publishers Weekly STARRED review on Cowboy Christmas Redemption
SECRETS FROM A HAPPY MARRIAGE
The women of The Lighthouse Inn are starting over.
Rachel Henderson has been taking care of her chronically ill husband for their entire twenty year marriage. But now her
husband is gone, her daughter is on the verge of leaving home, and Rachel has no idea what her life looks like.
Emma Henderson desperately wants a new life, and with college starting in just a few months, she’s on the verge of
one. She’s lived her whole life trying to be what both her parents want but this summer, she can finally become her own
person, and discover her own dreams.
Photo Credit: Kerry Shroy

On-sale: May 2020
Contemporary Romance
Trade Paperback
352 pages; $17.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Anna MacDonald had the perfect life, and the perfect marriage. Until she lobbed a grenade in the middle of her life and
ruined everything. Now she’s the black sheep of her family, and must decide that destroying her life was the only way to
rebuild it.
Wendy MacDonald raised her two daughters on her own. Her reputation around town is legendary. The only problem?
Her story is a lie. And as she watches her daughters and granddaughter cope with their tragedies, mistakes and new
beginnings, she begins to see that it’s not them who need to learn from her — she might be the one who has something
to learn from them.
Comparison Titles: Slightly South Of Simple by Kristy Woodson Harvey,
Secrets Of The Tulip Sisters by Susan Mallery, How To Keep A Secret by Sarah Morgan
Secrets from a Happy Marriage Rights Sold:
• Audio (Harlequin Audio)
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)
• Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
• UK (HQ)

Praise for Maisey Yates:
“Yates’s thrilling seventh Copper Ridge contemporary proves that friendship can evolve into scintillating romance… This is a surefire
winner not to be missed.”
—Publishers Weekly on Slow Burn Cowboy (starred review)
“Fans of Robyn Carr and RaeAnne Thayne will enjoy [Yates’s] small-town romance.”
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—Booklist on Part Time Cowboy

HQN Books
Maisey Yates, Caitlin Crews, Nicole Helm, Jackie Ashenden
A COWBOY FOR ALL SEASONS
Discover the power of family in this uplifting quartet by New York Times bestselling author Maisey Yates,
USA TODAY bestselling author Caitlin Crews, Nicole Helm and Jackie Ashenden.
June Gable left each of her four granddaughters a handwritten bequest—to spend a season at her beloved farmhouse in
Jasper Creek, Oregon, before they sell it. These cousins were once as close as sisters, but time and family betrayals have
pushed them apart…

On-sale: March 2020
Contemporary Romance
Mass-Market Paperback
416 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

In spring, polished city girl Keira must find her country roots—and reconnect with an old flame. In the summer, tough
tomboy JJ needs to tap into her softer side helping a single dad and his daughters. Cheerful dreamer Lila has to help
coordinate the town craft fair in autumn, under the stern eye of the handsome cowboy she loved as a girl. And as winter
falls, headstrong, independent Bella must learn to ask for help from the one man she believes she can never have.
The four cousins will have to confront secrets from the past, deal with old wounds they’d rather hide, and tangle with
their hardheaded cowboys before they can find love, healing and the true meaning of family…
A Cowboy For All Seasons Rights Sold:
• Australia (HarperCollins Australia)

A Hope Springs Homecoming and The Hero of Hope Springs will be available in July 2020 and August 2020.
Praise for Maisey Yates:
“Fast-paced and intensely emotional… [One] of the most heartfelt installments in this series, and Yates’s fans will love it.”
—Publishers Weekly on Cowboy to the Core (starred review)
“Multidimensional and genuine characters are the highlight of this alluring novel, and sensual love scenes complete it. Yates’s fans…will
savor this delectable story.”
—Publishers Weekly on Unbroken Cowboy (starred review)
“Grant and McKenna’s steamy and refreshingly honest progress toward a romantic relationship is intertwined with stories of the other
Gold Valley residents from past and future books, adding extra satisfaction for series fans.”
—Publishers Weekly on A Tall, Dark Cowboy Christmas

Marta Perry
River Haven Series
AMISH PROTECTOR (Book 2 in the series)
In River Haven, a mysterious visitor brings two lonely hearts together…
Joanna Kohler treasures the independence her Amish quilt shop provides. She rarely leans on others, yet finding an
injured woman on her property makes her grateful for the store owner next door, Noah Troyer. Calm and unflappable,
Noah offers support. He also points out the strong resemblance between Joanna and the unconscious stranger…

On-sale: April 2020
Romantic Suspense
Mass-Market Paperback
384 pages; $7.99 U.S.;
Rights: World

Noah may admire Joanna, but the bishop’s daughter is out of reach. Though he’s made a good life, Noah still feels
shadowed by the shame his father brought on the community. But it’s his duty to aid his lovely neighbor, especially
when danger draws close. As he and Joanna unearth answers about her past, Noah will have to confront his own if he’s
to have a chance at building a future with the woman he’ll love forever.
River Haven Series Rights Sold:
• Audio (Dreamscape Media)
• UK (Harper360)
Other River Haven series titles: Amish Outsider

Other series available by Marta Perry: Echo Falls, House of Secrets and Watcher In The Dark
Praise for Marta Perry:
“Abundant details turn this Amish romantic thriller series launch into a work of art.”
—Publishers Weekly on Where Secrets Sleep (starred review)
“Perry skillfully continues her chilling, deceptively charming romantic suspense series with a dark, puzzling mystery that features a
sweet romance and a nice sprinkling of Amish culture.”
—Library Journal on Vanish in Plain Sight
“Perry’s story hooks you immediately. Her uncanny ability to seamlessly blend the mystery element with contemporary themes makes
this one intriguing read.”
—RT Book Reviews on Home by Dark
“Perry weaves a deft tale, taking a solid traditional cozy mystery plot and melding it nicely with a largely chaste romance.”
—Publishers Weekly on When Secrets Strike
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